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Dear Gardener, 

   the new season is finally upon us after what seems like 

never ending rain and an unseasonably mild winter. So we decided to 

put together this simple and honest guide for the garden containing 

years of our knowledge and tips to make this year as easy and as stress 

free as possible for you.  

 Being in business for 30 years and priding ourselves in being the 

traditional garden centre for all your modern needs means we have seen 

all the gadgets, gizmos, fashions and trends come and go we know what 

works and that simple is best and easiest. That is why we don’t believe 

in gimmicks, stock quality tools, have chemicals for every need, keep a 

massive selection of plants, have a play area to keep the kids out of 

trouble, a popular Tea Room to relax in, even a recycling centre and 

much, much more.  

 Being in business this long means we have been asked questions 

from the simple to obscure and can confidently answer just about any 

question you have, and if we can’t then we will strive to find the answer 

you need. We are always more than happy to provide help in for any 

garden problem you have.  

 We hope you find this guide useful and if you have any requests 

for topics to be added or expand upon then please do not hesitate to 

contact us, even if it to point out a mistake. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

The McInally Family 
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Fertilizer Information 
 

Flowers can continue to flower throughout the season if the dead flowers are picked regularly, the plants are 

watered and the roots are fed every 10 days or so with a plant food from the Miracle-Gro Soluble range. For 

watering and flowers in your garden then the Miracle-Gro LiquaFeed system is quick and easy. 

 

Q. Plants can make most of their food from Carbon dioxide, Water and Sunlight - so why do we still need to 

feed them? 

 

A. Well Plants can make all of their Food except for Minerals and these they have to take in through their 

Roots along with their water. With this constant taking up of Minerals, Soil or Compost can run low in 

Minerals and Plants soon become unhealthy. Fertilizers replace the minerals used up by the Plants in the Soil 

or Compost. 

 

All the Minerals that a plant needs have to be absorbed from the Soil along with the Water it takes in. When 

we feed a Plant it is these Minerals that we are supplying. 

 

The Main Minerals are: 

Nitrogen: usually abbreviated to "N" - the most important Mineral and essential for growth in general 

Phosphorous: usually abbreviated to "P" - essential for actively growing areas in the Plant  

Potassium: usually abbreviated to "K" - necessary for the production of the colours in Plants (other than 

green). 

 

Always look for the N:P:K ratio on a box of fertilizer to show you what it can do. 

e.g. Growmore has an N:P:K: of 7:7:7 and is a good all-round fertilizer. 

       Bonemeal has an N:P:K of 0:20:0 and means that it only contains Phosphorous. 

       Look for a high level of "K" in Tomato/flower fertilizers, to provide the colour. 

 

As Well as these 3 main Minerals Plants require a whole raft of other Minerals. Because these other 

Minerals are only required in small quantities they are known as Trace Elements. e.g. Iron, Calcium, 

Magnesium, Copper, Zinc, Molybdenum, etc. It is rare for the soil to run out of these Minerals - but it can 

happen, particularly in older gardens, or in tubs containing old compost that hasn't been fertilized regularly 

but particularly in area where roses have been present. To replenish these we highly recommend Vitax Q4 

and also Q4+ which contains mycorrhizal fungi to promote additional root growth. 

 

 

Types of Fertilizer 
Straight Fertilizers 

These are simple inorganic chemicals usually with only one active ingredient, two at the most. They are 

usually used for boosting the concentration in the soil of the one or two active ingredients that they contain 

where they are lacking or when plants are present that especially thrive on them. 

 

e.g. Sulphate of Potash has Potassium as its active ingredient and would be used if the soil was low in 

Potassium or if we were going to grow plants that needed a lot of Potassium such as Tomatoes. 
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Compound Fertilizers 

These are manufactured, complex mixtures of chemicals that provide a wider range of active ingredients 

than the "Straights". As such they are better all-round Fertilizers.  

 

They can be split into Soluble and Granular/Powder types. 

 

Soluble 

For example "Miracle Grow" and "Phostrogen" products. Soluble Fertilizers are easily applied by simply 

dissolving in water and apply with a watering can or hose end attachment. Because they are already 

dissolved they can be quickly taken up by the plant's Roots and also means you are watering the plants at the 

same time, two jobs at once! Their disadvantage is that because they are used up so quickly they have to be 

applied more frequently - but then they are easy to apply.  

 

Granular / Powder 

Powdered fertilizers have to be scattered by hand - this isn't as difficult or as messy as it sounds. They are 

slower acting than solubles as they have to be broken down in the soil first meaning they tend to last longer 

so need to be applied less often. 

Granular fertilizers are simply powdered ones, compacted into granular form, for easier handling and 

scattering. 

e.g. "Rose Plus", "Growmore" and "Vitax Q4". 

 

 

Slow Release 

This type of fertilizer has become very popular in recent years due to the fact that one application can last all 

season. These granules of fertilizer are designed to release regular amounts of fertilizer evenly over a period 

of weeks. 

 

 

Manures 

Manures are organic in nature and as a result are considered more environmentally friendly. They tend to 

contain less feeding than fertilizers but they have the advantage of also being a good source of humus. In 

raw form manure contains bacteria that can generate a lot of heat and raise the temperature of the soil thus 

stimulating root growth even if the air temperature is still cold. Manure used to be available direct from 

farms but nowadays farms tend keep their manure for their own use as it is now considered economic and 

environmentally desirable to recycle animal waste. There are four main types: 

 

Farmyard Manure 

As it says this is Manure from farmyard animals mainly cattle. Provides an excellent source of Humus and 

found in Garden Centres in a dehydrated and bagged form. 

 

Chicken Manures 

Again as it says manure formed from chicken droppings and tends to be very acidic. Usually in large tubs in 

raw form or dehydrated in pellet form.  

 

Horse Manure 

Harder to get nowadays in sealed bags. An excellent source of humus.  

 

http://www.westcarlston.com/fertilizers_manures.htm
http://www.westcarlston.com/fertilizers_manures.htm
http://www.westcarlston.com/fertilizers_manures.htm
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Spent Mushroom Compost 

Consists, usually, of partially decomposed Peat and is an excellent form of Humus. 

 

 

Specialist Fertilizers 

Ericaceous: Specially formulated without using Lime for Lime hating plants. Essential for plants such as 

heathers, azaleas, camellias, rhododendrons etc. 

Tomato: High in Potassium to bring out the colour.  

Lawn Fertilizer: High in nitrogen for quick growth. 

Potato: High in nitrogen for quick growth. Difficult to get nowadays - use double strength Growmore as a 

substitute. 

 

 

Pesticide Information 
 

Pesticides kill Insects and other Pests - Fungicides kill Fungi and other Diseases. There are very few 

Pesticides or Fungicides left on the market for use by the public due to banning of their key ingredients for 

various reasons. However we keep as wide a stock as possible so if we don’t have it then it is probably 

banned, a copy of an existing product we stock or is not worth using. 

 

Keep an eye on the newly developing stems of roses and shrubs for the first signs of aphid attack. Clusters 

of greenfly and blackfly will normally show on growing tips and on the underside of new leaves. 

Unfortunately these colonies of sap sucking insects can quickly breed and spread throughout the garden if 

left to their own devices. 

 

Thankfully we can quickly stop them in them in their tracks. Zap them with a new systemic insecticide such 

as BugClear Ultra Gun! Just one spray with this Ready To Use product will kill the aphids and many other 

common pests that are sheltering on the flowering shrubs and give internal protection against newcomers for 

the next three weeks. 

 

N.B. Typically these chemicals are not suitable for edible plants. In these cases ensure you purchase a 

product specifically labelled for use on fruit and veg. 

 

There are a few pests that create the most gardening havoc each year. Top of the list this season have been 

slugs and snails, quickly followed by aphids (greenfly, blackfly) and ants. Other culprits have included 

whitefly, scale insects, caterpillars, mealy bug and red spider mites. Knowing the signs of pest attack, and 

how to tackle them, is the most effective way to combat problems next season. 

 

 

Garden Pests 

Pests can ruin all your good work and damage valuable plants. Greenfly (and other 

flies) suck the sap and eat the leaves of plants. This damage to the leaves can then let 

in fungal infections that cause even more damage. Plants will rarely die from these 

attacks in the short term, but they fail to thrive, leading to poor flowers and crops and 

could eventually die if not treated. 

 

Pesticides are best sprayed onto plants. The flies will absorb it through their feet when they land on the 
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leaves or ingest it when they bite the leaves or even inhale it if they are present during spraying. 

 

We recommend: 

Bug Clear - A contact pesticide and will only kill flies it comes in contact with, any eggs will be unaffected. 

These eggs will hatch in 3-4 days and the process will repeat itself. Regular spraying is therefore necessary. 

BugClear Ultra Gun! – A "Systemic" Pesticide. Systemic means it is absorbed into the system (or sap) of 

the plant and can remain active there for weeks. This cuts down the amount of spraying needed. 

Rose Clear 3 - Kills Greenfly (but not Ladybirds). 

 

There are old fashioned cures such as planting Marigolds among Roses as greenfly are supposed to dislike 

like Marigolds. Also ladybirds prey on Greenfly and help control them. 

 

 

Slugs and snails 

Slugs are voracious eaters and can strip a plant in no time. Protect the new growth 

of Delphiniums, Hostas and other vulnerable cottage garden plants with a liquid 

slug killer. Water Slug clear over and around these decorative plants to kill off 

hidden slugs and snails, did you know that 80% of slugs actually live under 

ground? If you prefer the power of pellets then sprinkle SlugClear Advanced 

Pellets thinly as directed on the pack around the plants you want to protect. 

 

Slug Pellets are very effective - simply sprinkle the Pellets around your plants. 

 

The old fashioned method of burying a jar and filling it with beer works well. Slugs are attracted to the beer, 

fall in and drown (not a bad way to go). However if you don't want to kill them, try a layer of sharp material 

such as gravel round your plants to deter them – but not particularly effective. 

 

Cats, Foxes and Rabbits 

They can be a nuisance in the Garden but we simply want to deter them - not kill them. Try Catapult or 

Pepper Dust or any of the various animal deterrents that we stock.  

 

For really determined ones we highly recommend a lawn sprinkler attachment with an Infra-Red sensor 

attached. This works like a security light in your garden but blasts the pest with a burst of water, this is a 

physical but harmless deterrent that they will not forget. Unfortunately they are expensive, but as these are 

creatures of habit once they have learned their lesson to avoid your garden you can pass the device onto a 

neighbor to use. 

 

Ants 

They are becoming an increasing problem and again we have a wide range of products for dealing with them 

in the garden and in the house. 

 

Mice & Rats  

If you have a problem with these we stock a wide range of products for dealing with them and can offer 

advice. The best being get poison down ASAP before they set up their home in yours, primarily in Autumn  

when the weather becomes colder and they look to migrate to a warm home. 
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Fungicide Information 
 

Fungal infections 

Fungi, molds, lichen, moss and toadstools are all related. 

 

Fungus and mold can wreak havoc on plants in a very short time. They 

thrive in wet conditions and we've had plenty of rain in recent years. 

Infection can also follow an attack by insects. The damaged plant tissues 

are wide open to a fungal attack and the fungal spores are often carried by 

the very insects that did the damage. For this reason it is usually a good 

idea to combine a Pesticide with a Fungicide when spraying your plants. 

The best known, and the most common, Fungi on plants are Black Spot, 

Mildew and Rust. 

 

Rot is always caused by a fungus or mold. 

 

Fungus and mold on plants can be controlled using Fungicides such as Fungus Clear or Systane Fungus 

Fighter. As always the secret is to catch the infection in time before it gets a hold on the plant. 

 

Most Fungicides are systemic in action so a single spraying can be effective for several weeks, helping to 

prevent re-infection. 

 

 

Blackspot  

Remember to spray in March with RoseClear or FungusClear Ultra to protect next 

years' new growth. Do not compost the infected material, if they are marked with 

Blackspot disease, as this could spread disease. 

 

 

Moss, Lichen and Toadstools 

They are related to Fungi and can cause a lot of problems in the garden, particularly the lawn. Lichen looks 

like large, flat, leathery pancakes and it is difficult to imagine it being related to Fungi. Toadstools often 

appear on lawns as rings, so called "Fairy Rings".  

 

Moss, well we all know about Moss - it has become epidemic in recent years. Any proprietary Mosskiller 

will take care of all three. 

 

On lawns try a combined "Weed, Feed & Mosskiller" for a complete solution, such as Evergreen Complete 

 

Otherwise for Moss alone try Ferrous Sulphate or Lawn Sand or Evergreen Mosskill or when found on paths 

we highly recommend and use ourselves Algon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.westcarlston.com/pesticides_fungicides.htm#combo
http://www.westcarlston.com/info_pesticides_fungicides.htm#fungicides
http://www.westcarlston.com/info_pesticides_fungicides.htm
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Weed killer Information 

 
Use weed killers carefully - always read the label and follow the instructions 

Weed killers in many ways are badly named, as in general, they kill all plants not just weeds. Many are 

highly toxic so care must be taken in their storage as well as in their use. Always read the instructions 

carefully and do not be tempted to deviate from them. Weed killers are usually applied by watering can or 

sprayer and we recommend having a dedicated one for the role and clearly marked, you don’t want to leave 

a residual dose in the can only to refill with fertilizer and pour onto your bedding.  

 

Many people prefer to use a hoe to avoid using chemicals. But it must be done regularly and is time 

consuming as well as hard work. Annual weeds will pop through bare soil ready to make a mess of your 

flower bed before you get a chance to sow flower seed or put out bedding plants. In mixed borders, weeding 

with a hoe can sometimes damage shallow rooting plants and do more harm than good. That's why it can be 

better to use a simple contact weed killer such as Weedol 2 or the ready-to-use Weedol Gun! to clear these 

first annual weeds. You can see results in a few days and you can carry on sowing or planting as soon as the 

leaves have dried. For more stubborn weeds use a Glyphosate weed killer such as Roundup but understand 

that it will be slower to kill as it needs time to penetrate to all parts of the weed.  

 

 

Contact Weedkillers 

As their name implies these weed killers are absorbed on contact with the plant and then proceed to kill the 

plant by interfering with its Biochemistry. In general they deactivate on contact with the soil so once 

absorbed by the plant are harmless to children, pets and surrounding plants. They are usually highly toxic so 

care is needed both in their use and with their storage.  

 

 

Residual Weedkillers  

This group of weed killers are absorbed by the roots of plants and then proceed to kill them. They remain 

active in the soil for long periods (usually up to 3 months) and are therefore useful for not only killing weeds 

but for keeping them away for long periods by killing the seeds as they land on the ground. This residual 

effect makes these weed killers unsuitable for killing Weeds amongst other plants but ideal for paths and 

driveways. 

 

 

Difficult Weeds  

Knock Out that Knotweed, tree stumps and other hard to kill weeds. Tough weeds including Japanese 

knotweed is a devil to get rid of. But Roundup Tree Stump & Root killer has a unique application method to 

kill it, roots and all. In late summer cut back the stems and add 10ml of diluted weed killer to each hollow 

stem. There's a pipette in each box to make the application accurate and very effective. Roundup Tree Stump 

& Rootkiller WORKS FOR TREES AND STUMPS AND ROOTS AS WELL. 

 

 

Hoeing 

The Hoe is one of the most useful Tools in the garden, particularly for weeding. It is easy to use and is 

environmentally friendly. Simply push the Hoe backwards and forwards through the soil. This helps break 

up the soil, increasing aeration and uprooting weed seedlings. The weed seedlings dry out and die due to the 

root damage. If done regularly weeds never get properly established and die off. 
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Composts 
 

The term Compost can have more than one meaning; there is Compost the growing medium and Compost 

the material produced in a compost heap (see Composting). For the purposes of this information sheet we 

will be discussing Compost the growing medium. 

 

Types of Compost: 

Composts comprise a growing medium such as peat with added nutrients and sometimes other materials 

such as sand or grit. Peat is still the most effective medium but alternatives are now being used to prevent 

environmental damage to the peat bogs.  

There are 3 main groups of Compost:  

 

1. Peat Based Composts e.g. Vitax, Levington, J. Arthur Bower’s 

2. Low Peat/Peat Free Composts e.g. Organic Choice Peat Free by Miracle Gro 

3. Soil based Composts e.g. "The John Innes range" 

 

Range of Composts 

Within each group of compost there is a range of composts formulated to do different tasks. The main types 

are: 

 

Seed Compost - usually a fine textured compost and relatively low in fertilizer to avoid "burning" 

seedlings. 

Potting Compost - Coarser in texture and higher in fertilizer for greedier more mature plants. 

Multi-Purpose Compost -  Does exactly what it says it does, a half way house between a seed and a potting 

compost - a jack of all trades (master of none?) 

Tub/Hanging Basket Compost - A recent development and a worthwhile one. Basically a potting compost 

with added water retaining material and/or slow release fertilizer. 

Rose/Tree/Shrub Compost - Basically a potting compost with enough added fertilizer to last a whole 

season for larger, mature plants and usually containing Bonemeal to aid in root growth which is vital to 

these plants. 

Ericaceous Composts - Formulated without using Lime to suit "Lime hating plants". 

Compost with Moisture Control - Added water retaining granules to help prevent drying out. May also 

contains slow release fertilizer. 

 

There are further ultra specialist composts such as: 

Bonsai, Alpine, Cactus, Orchid, Citrus, Houseplant, African Violet etc. 

 

The John Innes Range 

 John Innes Seed Compost is self explanatory. 

 John Innes No.1 is formulated for younger/small plants or cuttings. 

Very similar to the seed compost. 

 John Innes No.2 has a higher fertilizer content than No.1 so is suited to established plants. 

Equivalent to multipurpose compost. 

 John Innes No.3 has a higher fertilizer content than No.2 and is suited to larger/mature plants. 

Equivalent to potting compost. 

N.B. - Being soil based, John Innes composts tend to be heavier than peat based ones so are not 

available in sizes above 25 Litres. Being soil based they are low in Peat.  
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Soil Conditions 
 

The soil in your garden also comes in various conditions which vary from and area to area and even house to 

house. 

 

Acidic Soil 

Acid soil has a pH below 7 but most plants prefer below 6. Most plants will grow in acid soil so long as it is 

not too acidic. Lime can be added to soil that is too acidic to raise the pH to a suitable level. Peaty soils tend 

to be acidic and this is true of much of Scotland. 

 

Plants for Peaty/acid soils:  

Calluna Camellia Corylopsis Cryptomeria 

Desfontainia Enkianthus Fothergilla Gaultheria 

Halesia Hamamelis Kalmia Larch 

Leucothoe Pieris Pine Rhododendron 

Sarcococca Skimmia Staphylea   

This is not an exhaustive list, simply a few examples. 

 

 

Chalky or Alkaline Soil 
Chalk consists of lime which is alkaline - many plants do not like alkaline soil. Lime interferes with the 

uptake of various minerals, particularly Iron.  These "lime hating" plants will not thrive and may even die if 

grown in chalky soil. "Lime hating" plants like an Acid soil in order to thrive and are known as "acid loving" 

or ericaceous plants. Chalky soils are unusual in Scotland but what is common is localised patches of 

alkaline soil round old buidings that were once whitewashed with lime. 

 

It is not really practical to cure chalky soil permanently. The usual treatments are: 

1. Add sequestered iron to about once a year to compensate for the iron locked up by the alkaline chalk. 

2. In past times rusty pieces of iron would be buried in the soil to increase the available iron. 

3. Sulphur chips can be added to soil to help release the locked up iron. 

4. Adding generous amounts of well rotted manure will help lower the pH 

5. Peat is acidic and if added in quantity will help lower the pH. 

 

Lime tolerant plants: 
(I must stress "lime tolerant" as few plants actually thrive in lime) 

 

Most lime tolerant plants will grow in acid soil, the converse is not true. This is not intended as an 

exhaustive list, rather some examples 

 

Bay Ceanothus Ceratostigma Clematis 

Chamomile Cornflowers Cytisus Daphne 

Echinacea Euonymus Euphorbia Fennel 

Genista Hypericum Lavender Ligustrum (privet) 

Lisianthus Mahonia Poppies Rosemary  

Rudbeckia Spiraea Stachyurus Weigela 

Wisteria       
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Trees Suitable for Chalky Soil 

Acer Aesculus Allanthus Betula 

Carpinus Catalpa Cotylus Crataegus 

Davidia Fagus Fraxinus Gleditsia 

Juglans Koelreuteria Laburnum Liriodendron 

Malus Morus Platanus Populus 

Prunus Pyrus Quercus Robinia 

Salix Sorbus Tilia Ulmus 

The main "lime hating plants" are:  

Azaleas - most Blueberry Camelia Gaultheria 

Hamamelis Heathers - most Kalmia Pieris  

Rhododendrons Skimmia Tree Heathers   

(some deciduous Azaleas will tolerate lime) 

This is not intended as an exhaustive list, rather some examples. 

 

Alkaline soil has a pH above 7. 

Neutral pH is 7. 

Acid soil has a pH of less than 7 but less than 6 is preferable for "lime hating" plants. 

 

 

Sandy Soil 
Sandy soil is simply soil with too much sand in it, relative to the clay and humus content. You can restore 

the balance by adding clay or humus. It isn't practical to add clay so we usually add humus in the form of 

peat or farmyard manure. Sandy soil drains well but it is light and can blow away in exposed places. 

 

Plants for Sandy Soils:  

Ceanothus Ceratostigma Clematis Cytisus 

Daphne Euonymus Euphorbia Genista 

Hypericum Ligustrum Mahonia Rosmarinus 

Spiraea Stachyurus Weigela Wisteria 

This is far from being an exhaustive list. 

 

 

Boggy Ground 
Damp or waterlogged soil is caused by poor drainage. The most common cause of this is clay soil although 

other features can be responsible. Most plants don't like waterlogged conditions and those that do have more 

in common with aquatic plants than land plants. 

 

Plants for Boggy Ground: 
*Astilbe 

*Irises 

*Primulas 

 

This is just 3 examples of plants that will grow in what is far from ideal growing conditions. Most pond 

marginal plants will grow in boggy ground but converse is not necessarily so. 
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Trees suitable for badly drained soil: 

Acer Alnus Carpinus Crataegus 

Populus Pyrus Quercus Robur Salix 

 

 

Clay Soil 
Clay soil is simply soil with too much clay in it, relative to the sand and humus content. You can restore the 

balance by adding sand, and/or humus in the form of peat or farmyard manure. You will first need to break 

up the clay to enable proper mixing to take place. Clay soil is heavy, lumpy and drains badly because of the 

particles sticking together and preventing the passage of water so is often waterlogged. Plants find it difficult 

to grow through such a heavy and hard medium. 

 

Plants suitable for Clay Soil: 

Abelia Acuba Japonica Alnus Berberis - species 

Bergenia Chaenomeles - speicies Choisya ternata Cornus - species 

Corylus - species Cotoneaster - species Crataegus Forsythia - species 

Hypericum - species Kerria Laburnum Mahonia - species 

Malus Philadelphus - species Potentilla - species Pyracantha - species 

Pyrus Rhamnus Ribes Sanguineum Sedum 

Skimmia Japonica Sorbus Spirea - species Symphoricarpos- species 

Taxus Viburnum - species Vinca - species Weigela - species 

This is not an exhaustive list by any means. 

 

I must stress that clay soil is not an ideal growing medium. 

 

 

Mulching 
Mulching involves covering the soil with an organic material such as peat, bark, coir 

or cocoa shell. This cover keeps weeds down and when the mulching material 

eventually breaks down it goes in to the soil, providing Humus. 

 

 Peat 
Peat has been the most common mulch for a very long time. Peat is still the most 

widely used source of Humus in Gardening. However it is to all intents and purposes 

a non-renewable material and we now need to preserve it by changing to peat 

alternatives. As a mulch it can look untidy compared to Chipped Bark 

 

Bark 

Bark is the best alternative to Peat and as it is a waste product from 

forestry it is environmentally friendly. 

 

Chipped Bark 
An ideal mulch and is more decorative than composted bark or peat. Bark 

is in fact superior to peat in that it is slower to break down and so lasts 

about 3 times longer. than peat. In addition it also helps the soil below to 

retain water which is ideal the summer months. And if you apply a 

Landscape Fabric below it improves its weed suppression and slows down 

its natural break down to mulch to retain its decorativeness.  
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Ground or Composted Bark  
An ideal alternative to peat for digging into the soil to raise the humus level as a mulch. Like Peat it can look 

untidy as a mulch compared to Bark Chips. 

 

Cocoa Shell 
This was a popular mulch for a while but the cocoa tends to attract mice.  

 

Coir 
This was a popular mulch for a while but has lost popularity. Many considered its export too damaging to 

the environment and economy of the islands where it came from. 

 

 

Improving soil quality 
Composting 
Composting can either be done by making a traditional compost heap, or by using a worm bin. There are 

numerous containers now on the market for making a compost heap, although perfectly satisfactory ones can 

be constructed from scrap timber, old tyres, bricks or wire mesh. Advice on making a compost heap is 

widely available through gardening books, magazines, websites or from sources listed under contacts and 

further information.  

 

The natural composting process 
Leaves and other organic materials are broken down by microorganisms to form humus for mixing with soil 

to aid in soil improvement. Compost forms as a result of the natural breakdown of organic material derived 

from living animals and plants. The "breaking down" is aerobic i.e. an oxygen using process performed by 

the bacteria, fungi, insects and animals, which inhabit soil. In a compost heap these organisms generate heat 

as they decompose organic matter and break it into fine particles. Composting is nature's own and oldest 

method of waste disposal and soil fertilisation.  

 

Traditionally, gardeners have created their own compost using leaves, grass, shrub clippings and other 

useful organic materials found in the garden. Applying compost to soils provides an excellent conditioner 

and mulch, which fertilises and provides soil structure, retains moisture and can restrict weed growth. Man-

made compost is an alternative to the peat-based compost extracted from important natural wildlife sites.  

 

In recent years there has been interest in the creation of garden compost from organic household waste, as a 

result of the growing awareness of the environmental problems created by the traditional disposal methods. 

In the UK around 30 million tonnes of domestic refuse is produced each year, which contains on average 

about 38% organic content, such as vegetable peelings, tea bags and food scraps 

 

 

Leaf Mould 
Leaf mould can be made by placing leaves in a large black bag or in an open topped wire cage. After one 

year they will form a mulch, and after two years a fine textured potting compost will be produced. 

 

 

Wormery 
A worm bin is a container housing a colony of special types of worms, known as brandlings, tiger worms or 

red worms. Worm bins can be kept indoors (with careful management) or out, and are ideal for households 

with no garden, as they produce only a small quantity of compost and a liquid, which forms a concentrated 

plant food. There are a variety of worm bins available for sale, complete with "worm starter kits". However 

it is possible to make your own and suitable worms can be obtained from fishing shops.  
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How to make a worm composter  
Worm composting is a fantastic and natural way of recycling all those vegetable scraps, banana skins and tea 

bags from your kitchen. And it's easy to make one! Just follow these simple steps but remember to get an 

adult to help you.  

WHAT YOU NEED... 
400 Compost worms (often called tiger or brandling worms). Available from most fishing shops or farmers' 

muck heaps!  

A plastic dustbin.  

A plastic tap.  

Some sand or gravel.  

Some small pieces of wood.  

Some bedding material (for the worms!)  

 

How to make your worm composter... 
1. Drill some breathing holes into the lid of the bin.  

2. Place 3 inches of sand or gravel at the bottom of the bin for drainage.  

3. Place wooden slats on top of the sand or gravel, to separate the drainage material from the compost 

you are going to produce.  

4. On top of the wooden slats, put down 4 inches of damp bedding material. An old growbag is ideal, or 

you could use shredded newspaper or straw.  

5. Drill a tap into the bin just above the gravel / sand, where the wooden slats are placed. You can buy 

taps from most hardware or garden shops.  

6. Once you have built your wormery, dig a small hollow in the bedding material and place the worms 

inside. Then you can start adding your food scraps. Always make sure the scraps are chopped up 

well.  

 

There are two main ways of feeding the worms... 

1. Place the food scraps on the surface of the bedding in a layer (up to 2" deep), but never cover the 

whole surface as the worms need a small area to escape if conditions get unpleasant.  

2. Alternatively you can bury small batches of food scraps in the bedding, around the bin. Some people 

prefer this way as they feel the waste is covered up and is out of the way of the flies.  

 

With both methods you need to keep a thick sheet of wet newspapers over the surface to keep the light out 

and moisture in. Only add more food when the worms have finished their last lot. The speed the food is 

processed will depend on the number of worms, the time of year and the type of food added. 

 

CAUTION... 
Never over feed the wormery. The food will just rot, upsetting the worms and making nasty smells! You can 

keep your worm bin outside but in winter, the worms will be warmer (and hungrier) if you keep them inside 

a garage or shed. After a few weeks you should be able to collect some liquid through the tap which you can 

use as a liquid feed for your plants. After a few months you can empty the bin, put the worms back and start 

again! And of course you'll have some excellent compost which the worms will have left behind to help 

everything grow better in the garden. 

 

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: 
 

Q: I have lots of tiny flies in my worm bin - is this a health risk? 

A: No. These are probably fruit flies, which commonly occur on rotting fruit and vegetables. A tight fitting 

lid will help to exclude them. Also, if you bury the vegetable waste as you add it, or keep it covered with 

damp newspaper, they are less likely to be a problem. Flies do not harm the compost, although they can be 

irritating and offensive to some people.  

 

Q: I have masses of tiny white worms in my worm compost - are they a problem? 

A:These are probably pot worms (enchytraeids). They do a similar job to brandling worms and are nothing 
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to worry about; you find them in most worm bins. They are very tolerant of waterlogged/acid conditions so 

if you find them proliferating, and your worms are getting fewer, improve the drainage. Mixing in some 

shredded newspaper will help. You can also add a sprinkling of calcified seaweed or rock limestone 

(dolomite) to correct the acidity. 

Newly hatched brandling worms are also whitish and only half an inch long. You can distinguish them from 

pot worms by their blood vessel which gives a pinkish tinge.  

 

Q: I opened my worm bin to find hundreds of worms around the lid - why? 

A: Either they have run out of food or the conditions in the bin have become unsuitable for them. Worms 

hate waterlogged, acidic compost. Piling in a thick layer of kitchen waste so that it begins to putrefy and 

exclude the air will cause this sort of problem. Adding fresh green materials that heat up as they decompose 

will also kill worms or drive them away. 

Plastic worm bins do not always allow enough drainage from the compost; make sure that liquids are not 

collecting in the bottom of the bin to flood the compost.  

 

Q: I am going on holiday - will my worms die if not fed? 

A: An established worm bin can be left for up to four weeks with no adverse effects if you feed the worms 

well before you leave. Left for longer periods the worm population would slowly decline.  

 

Q: The contents of my worm bin are mouldy - am I doing something wrong? 

A: No. This can happen as vegetable waste starts to decompose. It will not harm the worms and should soon 

disappear. Turning the waste into the bedding with a small fork can help 

 

 

 

Growing Seeds 

 

We stock Mr Fothergill's Seeds and Johnson's Seeds as well as a value range. 

 

Sowing in Seed Trays 

Most gardeners use seed trays or propagators to grow their seeds. But if you are just starting off by 

experimenting or if smaller amounts are all that's needed a 1/2 tray or even small pots can be used. 

 

1. Fill the seed tray with compost - if necessary use a specialist compost more 

suited to the individual plant being sown. 

2. Firm compost gently, water it, sow the seed then covering or not as 

appropriate. Some people like to add sand, grit or vermiculite as a top 

dressing. 

3. Keep in a greenhouse, preferably heated, or windowsill indoors. If you have 

to sow seeds outside, try putting the trays in one of the new "Mini 

Greenhouses" - a covered, 3-shelf stand, that can be opened at the front, but 

covered at the back and sides. 

4. After the seeds have germinated, and grown to a size were they can be 

handled easily, they can be planted out - when conditions permit.  

 

A heated Propagator is the size of one or more seed trays with a heating element in the bottom as well as a 

plastic top. This is a good substitute for a greenhouse and can even save on heating, in an unheated 

greenhouse. 
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Sowing directly into the ground 

Certain seeds can be sown by planting directly into the ground in the position where they are to flower. You 

can either sow them in rows or scatter them. 

 

Scattering is a good method for sowing seeds of flower annuals where you have plenty of seed and want a 

good patch of colour. It's particularly appropriate for a mixture of types or colours and gives a more wild 

and natural effect. Sowing in rows is good where you want each type in its own row - as is nearly always the 

case with vegetables. 

 

Ground preparation  

Before sowing the seeds, you need to prepare the ground. You need to dig it to make sure there are no large 

lumps of soil or stones, and then rake over the surface to give a fine 'tilth' - a smooth surface with the soil 

broken down into small particles. The more you rake the finer the tilth. 

To sow in rows 

Mark out the rows with a stick by pushing the stick into the ground and walking backwards creating a small 

"trench" called a drill. Sow the seeds in the drill, and then cover by raking the soil from the side of the row 

over the seed. Small seeds are usually sprinkled evenly along the row. Large seeds - like peas or beans - are 

usually sown singly a few inches apart. If the seedlings come up too thickly the young plants won't have 

room to grow properly and you will need to thin them out by removing the excess seedlings. These excess 

seedlings should be kept for use elsewhere or given to a fellow gardener rather than merely thrown away. 

Water gently and regularly - young plants can dehydrate and die very easily and quickly. 

 

 

Looking after seedlings 

Remember that seeds sown outside in the garden will need weeding - take care to differentiate between your 

seedlings and the weeds! You will need to keep an eye out for damage by snails, slugs, caterpillars etc and 

take appropriate action.  

 

 

When to Sow Seeds 

Seeds of annuals are usually sown in the spring. They can be sown outside when there is no danger of frost, 

or under cover and planted out when there is no danger of frost. 

 

Seeds of hardy annuals can also be sown outside in the autumn e.g. Sweet Pea. This will give them a 

longer growing period and a head start over similar plants sown in the spring, so they will flower earlier. 

 

Seeds of half-hardy annuals can be sown outside in the spring, or, in some cases, under cover in the 

autumn. 

 

Seeds of hardy perennials can be sown in spring, summer, autumn or winter. Some may need 

"stratification", so should be sown outside in the autumn. Some may take several seasons to germinate. 

 

Seeds of half-hardy perennials and tropicals which are to be sown in heat may be sown at any time of 

year. 

 

If seeds are germinated in warmer conditions than outside, for example inside a heated greenhouse, they will 

need to be acclimatised to the harsher conditions. This is done by putting them outside for inceasingly longer 
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periods each day until they are finally strong enough to be able to stay outside all the time. This is called 

'hardening off' and is vital to keep in mind. 

 

Other Points and Tips 

1. Water the compost before sowing the seeds to prevent them being washed out of place. 

2. After sowing, water using a can with a fine rose. 

3. Some seeds need to light so need to be planted on the surface - not covered. 

4. Some seeds need darkness - sow these on the surface then cover with some fine soil or compost.  

5. If using compost, nothing should come up in the seed tray except the seeds you sowed i.e. no weeds - not 

so with soil. 

6. The best heated propagators have a thermostat to get a more accurate temperature.  

7. Some "harder" seeds germinate better if the seed coat is nicked e.g. Sweet Pea. 

8. Some seeds benefit from being soaked before sowing - don't overdo this, as seeds can rot, if left too wet 

for too long. 

9. Seeds of tropical plants usually need higher temperatures to germinate and a heated propagator becomes 

essential. 

10. Seeds germinated in warmer conditions will need to be acclimatised to the harsher conditions outdoors. 

This is achieved by putting them outside each day to get them used to the colder temperature. Each day 

leave them out longer and longer, till finally, they are strong enough to stay outside all the time. This is 

called 'hardening off'. 

11. A heated Propagator is usually the size of one or more seed trays with a heated element in the bottom as 

well as a plastic top. This is a good substitute for a greenhouse and can even save on heating, in an unheated 

greenhouse. 

 

Make your own heated Propagator 

Electric Propagators can be expensive and tend to be no more than the size of 2-3 seed trays. You can make 

your own heated propagator using a Soil Warming Cable, some pieces of 4"x1" wood and some fleece. 

 

Not only would this be cheaper than buying a Proprietary Electric Propagator 

it would be much larger. Form a square or rectangle with the pieces of wood 

as in diagram (1) and line with polythene - it should look like an old 

fashioned Bread Tray. Lay about 1" of Sharp Sand inside the frame. Lay your 

Soil Warming Cable in a continuous S shape on top of the sand as in diagram 

(2). Put another 2" of sand on top of your cable. Connect up your Soil Cable 

to your power supply, preferably with a Thermostat matching your Soil 

Cable. 

 

Rather than start from seed the trend nowadays is to buy young plants in the 

form of 'seedlings or plugs' early in the year and grow these on until they are 

ready to plant out in the garden or patio pots. We will have plenty of these tiny 

plantlets to choose from in February and March to give you a "head start".  

To get these tiny treasures growing fast give them extra room and root space 

in a quality compost of your choice. For quickest growth and biggest plants 

choose a potting compost that is rich in nutrients. For maximum flowering 

potential we recommend Levington, Miracle-Gro or John Innes composts. 

Once potted on, in fresh compost, keep them in a warm, light place so they 

grow strong and sturdy. The kitchen windowsill is good, but a heated 

conservatory or greenhouse even better. 
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Fruit Information 
Looking after established Fruit Bushes and Trees 

You can kick-start your fruit trees and bushes into producing more delicious fruits this year if you feed and 

mulch them in early spring. Clear weeds from under the branches, using Weedol MAX, then add a plant 

food to the soil surface to encourage flowering. Miracle-Gro Organic Choice Fruit & Vegetables Plant Food 

would be the perfect choice. Soft fruits are easy to grow and can produce amazing crops, so why not have a 

go at strawberries, raspberries or currants if you haven’t before. 

 

 

Growing Soft Fruits 

As Strawberry plants grow along the ground the fruit can rot easily in very 

wet weather. To avoid this place straw or "Strawberry Mats" under the fruit. 

Alternatively grow in a "Strawberry Pot" or containers to keep them off the 

ground - there are even alpine varieties that will grow in hanging baskets! 

 

Raspberries come as "canes" and although they can be planted as a shrub 

you can get better results with a supporting frame as in the diagram on the 

right. 

 

Blackcurrant, Redcurrant, Whitecurrant, Blackberry, Blueberry, Gooseberry, Tayberry and Loganberry do 

not require support. Berries need picking regularly. Freeze any excess harvest for the winter months if suited 

to freezing.  

Planting a container grown bush 

1. Dig the soil over well and make a hole twice the width of the container 

and one and a half times its depth. 

2. Add a "Rose, Tree & Shrub Compost" or a peat/bonemeal mixture to the 

hole and fork lightly into the soil in the base of the pit.  

3. Water the container well (soak in a bucket if necessary) and press the soil 

down firmly, and tap plant out. 

4. Be careful to keep the soil around the root system - if root bound tease 

out some of the root system. 

5. Lower the plant into the hole and firm the soil around the plant. 

6. Keep well watered 

 

Bare rooted bush  

1. Spread out the roots and dig a hole wide enough and deep enough to accommodate them.  

2. Add some "Rose, Tree & Shrub Compost" or a peat/bonemeal mixture and fork the soil round the 

hole to loosen and mix it.  

3. Place your plant in the hole and fill in with a "Rose, Tree & Shrub 

Compost" mix (or a soil and peat/bonemeal mix).  

4. Keep well watered  

 

Planting a Fruit Tree 

Use the appropriate instructions from above but before putting the plant into the 

hole hammer a tree stake into the hole, just off-centre – for support. If your site 

is very windy a second stake may be necessary. 
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Sometimes when trees are supplied in a pot the graft point of the tree may be a little higher than advised. 

When planting make sure that when the soil has settled the graft lies just above the surface. 

 

 

Apples Trees 

Apples are the most popular but take care in choosing - Apples Trees are not self-pollinating. Two Apple 

trees, preferably of different varieties are needed to cross pollinate one another. 

 

The rule is that the two varieties chosen must flower at about the same time or they can't pollinate one 

another - so check if the two varieties you are interested in are in the same flowering period. The two Trees 

don't have to be in the same garden - if one of your neighbours has an Apple Tree it will pollinate yours if 

they flower at the same time. All the Apple Trees that we sell are in the same flowering group. 

 

 

BE FRUITFUL  

Ideally, fruit bushes should be planted whilst the soil is warm and welcoming. For quick establishment 

improve soil in the planting hole with Miracle-Gro Soil Improver, it's ideal for planting raspberry canes 

and blackcurrant bushes. Why not grow some other 'super foods' and give blueberries and black berries a 

go. They contain antioxidants, packed with vitamin C and are a great source of fibre. 

 

 

Growing Potatoes 
 

Choose and prepare your plot 

Potatoes grow in most types of soil but like any plant prefers a good quality, 

well drained loam. 

 

Any plant where the edible part is in the roots prefers loose (not hard or lumpy) 

soil. If the soil is hard the potatoes may have difficulty growing and forming 

through it. 

 

Ideally the soil should be deep, well dug and with plenty of well-rotted organic matter mixed through it. The 

organic matter could be farmyard or chicken manure or if not available spent mushroom compost. 

 

There are 2 ways to break the soil down. The first way requires you to turn the soil over and break it up with 

a fork and spade - hard work. The easier way is dig the plot over in late autumn/early winter so that the frost 

can break down the soil - the frost will actually do a better job than you could. Either way will make for easy 

planting in the spring. 

 

Potatoes can be prone to pests and diseases. It is important not to grow potatoes in the same part of the 

garden every year or any pest/disease left over from last year will attack this year's crop. 

 

Ideally, potatoes should only be planted in the same part of the garden once every 7 years but, given that this 

is not practical for the vast majority of gardens we recommend a minimum of 3 or 4 years. Try to develop 

the longest rotational system you can accommodate in your garden. Alternatively you can use a Potato Gro 

Sack which sit nicely anywhere in the garden, even the patio, and you only need to clean it out and add fresh 

compost so they can be used season after season. 
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Preparation for planting 

To get your potatoes off to a flying start it is often recommended that you "chit" them before planting. This 

allows strong "chits" (sprouts) to develop on the tubers before planting. 

Whilst this process isn't strictly necessary for Main Crop varieties, it is 

recommended for First Earlies, and to a lesser degree, for Salad 

varieties and Second Earlies. 

 

To "chit" seed potatoes, place them in a seed tray (not quite touching) 

or individually in the sections of egg boxes. Make sure the ‘rose' end 

(where most of the ‘eyes' are) is uppermost. It is these eyes that will 

form the "chits". Place the trays in a cool, light frost-free environment 

at a temperature of about 45oF/7oC. The aim of chitting is to produce 

plump, dark green or purple shoots about 1in/2.5cm long. Long, white 

shoots are a sign of too much heat and not enough light. If shoots are slow to appear, about 3 weeks before 

planting try moving the tubers to a warmer position for a couple of weeks and then back to the original, 

cooler place for the final week. 

 

 

Planting seed potatoes 

A few days before planting, fork over the soil again, adding some general purpose fertilizer to the top few 

inches. Growmore will do as it is hard to get proper potato fertilizer nowadays, but we do try to stock Vitax 

Organic Potato Fertiliser which we do highly recommend. 

Lay the tubers in rows, either at the bottom of a ‘V' shaped trench or in individual small holes made with a 

trowel. Many gardeners like to have the rows running north-south as this allows the sun's rays to warm both 

sides of the of the plant. (see ‘Earthing up' below). 

 

 Planting times are as follows 

First Earlies can be planted from late February in milder, frost free areas. 

Second Earlies from early March.  

Salad varieties from late March. 

Main crop varieties from late March. 

 

 Planting distances are as follows 

1st Earlies, 2nd Earlies, Salad varieties - 12in/30cm apart and 4in/10cm deep in rows 18in/45 cm apart. 

Main crop varieties - 15in/40cm apart and 4in/10cm deep in rows 24in/60 cm apart. 

 

 

Earthing up 

As soon as shoots start to appear above the soil, it's time to start "Earthing up" the rows. This means pulling 

soil over the shoots from either side of the row to form a ridge. This protects the plants from late frosts and 

prevents the tubers from becoming green and inedible. Repeat this regularly until the ridges are about 

8in/20cm high. 

 

 

Feeding and watering 

An application of a high potash fertilizer at the rate suggested on the pack will increase yields. Avoid 

fertilizers high in nitrogen as these will delay maturity of the crop. 

http://www.westcarlston.com/Images/Seed_potatoes_insert (Small).jpg
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Potatoes need plenty of moisture, particularly round about flowering time which is when the tubers start to 

form. In dry spells it is recommended that the crop is watered every 10 days or so. An occasional heavy 

watering is often best for potatoes. ("Little and often" doesn't usually get down far enough to swell the 

growing tubers.) 

 

 

Harvesting and storing 

Harvest times depend on planting dates, the weather and temperature at planting time and during the 

growing season. However, in general terms: 

 

First Earlies  

Best harvested in small quantities & eaten straightaway when fresh in June & July.* 

 

Second Earlies and Salad varieties can also be harvested in small quantities and eaten when fresh in June 

and July*. Alternatively, if the skins are allowed to ‘set' - i.e. they don't rub off when lifted - cut the foliage 

down to stop continued growth, lift in September and stored as per Main crop varieties. 

 

Main crop varieties can be lifted from September onwards.* 

 

*(If in doubt then dig up a plant and test to see if the potatoes are ready.) 

 

 

To store potatoes lift and dry the tubers carefully then store in a hessian sack in a cool, dark, frost-free area. 

 

 

Growing Tomatoes 
Growing Tomatoes in the Greenhouse 

Planting under glass is best for tomatoes but they will grow on a balcony or patio. If you have a greenhouse 

or conservatory to grow plants then you can plant up tomatoes for an early crop especially if it is heated.  

The modern and easy way to ensure a good crop is with a "pillow 

of enriched compost in which the roots can happily thrive" - what a fancy 

description of a Grow bag! If you want to adopt this method of growing, 

then the Levington Tomorite Grow Bag or the Giant Planter with Seaweed 

is ideal for a bigger healthier crop. For organically grown salads the new 

Miracle-Gro Organic Choice Peat Free Giant Planter is for you. It is fully 

enriched with organic plant foods to encourage strong growth and heavy 

cropping. 

 

Growbag / Planter  

1. Simply cut out 3 holes in the top of the growbag or planter as marked. 

2. Water well before planting.  

3. Put a Tomato plant in each space. 

4. Attach each tomato plant to the support you intend using - this can be a cane or wire or twine. 

5. Water regularly and feed as per the instructions on your Tomato fertilizer.  
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Ring Culture 

Before Grow Bags came on the scene Tomato plants were planted 

either, directly into the soil, or a ring culture was used. Planting directly 

into the soil was precarious as the young plants often picked up disease 

or were more prone to attack by pests. The soil therefore needed 

sterilizing or replacing each year. 

Ring culture involves either digging out a 6" shallow trench in 

the greenhouse border or building a 6" high wooden frame on top of the 

border (or on top of slabs). Either way, line with polythene and fill in 

with gravel to form a "gravel bed"*. A 9" "bottomless" pot is filled with 

soil, planted with a young tomato plant and the pot is then placed on top 

of the gravel bed. 

Tomato plants grow 2 "sets of roots", short ones for taking in 

fertilizer and longer ones that go looking for water. The shorter ones 

remain in the pot so we apply liquid fertiliser to the pot to feed the plant. The 

longer ones grow into the gravel and therefore we water the tomato plant via the 

gravel bed. 

This means that the plant has a much larger root system compared to a 

cramped grow bag which results in a substantially healthier plant with better crop 

yeilds. This is why the Giant growbags produce better results over the smaller one 

and also when the tomato plans are planted into very large pots. 

N.B. The bigger the gravel bed the more water it holds, the less chance of the tomatoes drying out. 

 

Growing tomatoes outside 

Growing tasty tomatoes on patios, terraces and balconies is great fun for all ages. As the tomato plant is a 

tropical foreigner to these shores it's worth remembering that they don't like cold nights and are quickly 

killed by frosts, so it's risky to plant them outside without protection before the end of May. Be sure to place 

your plants in a sunny position. Don't expect the same crop as in a greenhouse and keep an eye out for pests 

and diseases. 

 

Other points and tips 

Visit us from mid March onwards to buy young plants for an excellent head start if you have a greenhouse. 

 

Nowadays, tomatoes come in all shapes, sizes and colours - we like the following:  

'Ailsa Craig' or 'Moneymaker' are still good varieties for traditional sized fruit . 

'Shirley' is the best of the newer F1 varieties as far as we are concerned. The trusses are closer together so 

you can get an extra truss in your greenhouse.  

'Roma' is recommended for a plum type. 

‘Beefsteak’ is our choice of larger tomato. 

'Alicante' is probably the best for growing outdoors.  

 

If you prefer the smaller bite-size cherry tomatoes then the yellow 'Sunbaby' is hard to beat for taste, while 

the red 'Gardener's Delight' will produce more tomatoes per plant. 

 

For Bush tomatoes we recommend 'Totem' or 'Tiny Tim' - 'Micro Tom' is even smaller and is ideal for a 

window ledge. 

'Tumbling Tom' is a trailing variety which will do very well in hanging basket or tall pot - we stock red and 

yellow varieties 
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If you can, use one of the new Giant Tomato Planters. Growbags contain less than 40 Litres of peat and very 

little feeding. Planters contain over 50 Litres of proper compost with much more feeding, retain more water 

and allow for a larger root system to form.  

 

Whatever variety you choose, buy three plants for every growing bag you intend to use. These young plants 

can either be potted on into slightly bigger pots filled with a rich potting compost such as Levington 

Container & Hanging Basket Compost or Miracle-Gro All Purpose Growing Compost or put directly into 

Grow Bags. Keep the Grow Bag or compost moist while the 

young plants grow big and strong over the next few weeks - 

feed regularly.  

Watering regularly is something that should not be 

underestimated, especially on hot sunny days where 

temperatures in a greenhouse can rocket. Regular watering 

rather than large single waters is the key. Especially where 

plants have dried resulting in the fruit shrinking. In this case if 

you water too much too quickly the plant will absorb as much 

as possibly quickly meaning the fruits will swell and rip the 

skin. This means pests and disease will enter and ruin the fruit. 

Small and regular watering where drought has occurred will 

allow the plant and fruits to absorb the water slowly and at a 

controlled rate preventing tears. 

 

Due to popular demand from our customers we get the first of 

our Tomato Plants in early - usually mid-March. Tomatoes can tolerate a fair degree of cold (but not frost). 

Many of our customers take advantage of this fact and plant up one growbag early in the season to get a 

head start. This can work even in an unheated greenhouse, just cover the tomatoes with fleece if frost 

threatens but frost rarely penetrates a greenhouse by mid-March. If it works you get an early crop - if it 

doesn't you haven't lost too much. Why not give it a try?  

 

When the tomato plants have reached about 2-3 trusses pinch out any side shoots that appear - this prevents 

the plant reverting to a bush form. See diagram above. A side shoot is one that appears in the angle between 

the main stem and a leafy branch. Start to feed well with a good quality tomato food such as Tomorite once 

the first small tomatoes appear. 

    

A single Tomato flower. 

A "Truss" is just a bunch 

of Tomato flowers on a 

single "branch" - see 

bottom of page 

Once pollinated each 

flower in a truss will 

form into a young 

Tomato as the petals 

wither and fall off. 

Each Tomato will swell 

and grow, hence the need 

for regular watering and 

fertilizer 

A Tomato fertilizer (one 

high in Potassium) is 

needed to produce the red 

colour as the Tomato 

matures. 
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Tomorite  

Tomato Food 

Levington Gro-Bag 

 

The original Gro-Bag 

The Giant Planter 

 

More than twice the size of a standard Grow 

Bag so it can hold more water and contains 

more feeding. This means larger and healthier 

plants with bigger and better crops. 

 

 

 

Growing Vegetables 
Home grown vegetables can easily be grown in garden beds, amongst 

flowers, or even in pots or other containers placed on a balcony or other 

outside space. 

 

Bean bonanza 

Sowing seeds of French beans and runner (stick) beans can be made 

about the middle of May. If you have rich soil in a sheltered garden you 

can push the seed directly into the soil where they are to grow. You 

will, however, get quicker and more reliable germination if you sow the 

seeds into individual pots of good quality compost such as Levington Multi Purpose Compost or Miracle-

Gro Organic Choice All Purpose Peat Free Compost. Water the compost thoroughly and store in a sheltered 

position protected from cold night temperatures. 

Prepare the soil where you are to grow these beans by digging in plenty of well-rotted garden 

compost, Levington Organic Blend Farmyard Manure or other organic matter and enrich the soil with 

Miracle-Gro Organic Choice Fruit & Vegetables Plant Food.  

Plant out the seedling plants into this super improved soil at the end of May and keep the plant roots moist. 

Runner beans are climbers and will need tall canes to clamber up. In just a few weeks you will be picking 

tasty green beans for the kitchen. 
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Other info 

Short rows of beetroot, carrots, lettuce, radish, peas and turnips will give you plenty of tasty, Summer 

vegetables. Swede and leeks sown at the end of May will be ready for Winter harvest from November 

onwards. 

Keep the soil between rows of vegetables clear of weeds to reduce competition. Many people find that 

Weedol Gun! or Weedol Gun! MAX does a quick and effective job without hours of backbreaking hand 

weeding. Earth up potatoes as the foliage pops through the soil surface to protect it from potential frost 

damage. 

 

 

Harvest regularly  

Home-grown vegetables picked when young and small will always taste better 

than old and tough. So pick green beans and peas regularly, pull carrots, 

beetroot and radishes while they are small and cut cabbages and broccoli 

while tender. 

 

 

 

Summer vegetables 

As the soil starts to warm up it's time to start growing Summer vegetables in 

earnest. Root crops such as carrots, parsnips, radish and turnips need to be 

grown from seed, as they hate any root disturbance. On the other hand lettuce, 

broad beans and all the brassica family, including cabbages, cauliflowers and 

Brussels sprouts can more easily be grown from young seedlings bought from 

us. 

 

Vegetables grow best in a rich, well drained soil so digging in Miracle-Gro Eco Sense Soil Improver or 

Levington Organic Blend Soil Conditioner will pay dividends in a bigger, better crop.  

If you do nothing else, increase the nutrient reserve in your soil by sprinkling with Growmore. A 

more organic alternative would be Miracle-Gro Organic Choice Fruit & Vegetable Plant Food. It's rich in 

balanced nutrients all derived from naturally occurring sources, so it's 100% chemical free. Just what your 

veggies are after to grow big and strong! 

 

Onion Sets  

Sowing vegetable seeds is a great start to the year but even easier in 

the case of onions and shallots is to buy them as 'sets' - small young 

onions already grown for you. They should be given as long a 

growing period as possible. Sow them thinly in a tray of Levington 

Seed & Cutting Compost that has been watered and allowed to drain 

thoroughly. Cover with fleece (polythene will do but isn't as good as 

moisture gathers under it) and leave in a warm light position to 

encourage germination. When the seedlings are 6cm (2inches) tall 

they need to be transplanted so each plant has room to develop. 

Onion sets can be straight planted outside later in the year. 
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Do you know your Winter Onions? 

 

Everyone knows about Onions but did you know you know about Winter Onion 

sets?  

Formerly known as "Japanese Onions" they can be planted in the Autumn for 

lifting in the Spring. They can be very successful - well worth a try! 

 

 

 

Cabbages etc 

For an early summer crop, some seeds such as cabbages, can be sown indoors on a windowsill and moved 

outside when the risk of frost has passed. Seedlings will germinate in a few days and then can be picked out 

into trays of all purpose compost. These seedlings will be ready to plant outside in May... and you’ll be 

harvesting them at the start of summer. 

 

 

Growing for winter 

Even in Autumn you can sow seeds of winter vegetables such as leek, Brussels sprout, Cabbage, Lettuce etc. 

Sow in drills, 2cm deep in a seed bed that has been improved with some Multi-Purpose Compost. When big 

enough to handle, transplant the seedlings to their final growing positions and feed with Fruit & Vegetable 

Plant Food. 

 

 

Lawn information 
 

The Problems 

Without feeding, lawns can be a sorry sight, especially after a wet spring when most of the reserves of 

nutrients have been washed from the surface soil by heavy rains. To get your lawn back to a tip-top 

condition it needs a rich food that will help it to grow green and strong, developing a thick, lush texture that 

is a delight to look at.  

 

Look for a feed that's high in nitrogen to encourage lush, green growth. EverGreen Complete has a high 

content of nitrogen for extra greening power. It's quick and easy to apply and gives triple action results; 

feeds, weeds and controls moss. For ultimate convenience, some packs come with a ready-to-use lawn 

spreader so it takes less than 10 minutes to treat the average size back lawn. 

 

The Solutions  
A good Lawn is the centre piece of any garden and it isn't difficult to achieve. 

 

The Main steps are: 

 Regular cutting but not too heavy. 

 Regular edging and raking out of any Moss 

 Feed twice a year, late Spring and mid Summer, with a good quality Weed, Feed & Mosskiller 

 Apply a good Autumn Feed, containing Mosskiller, every Autumn 

 

Grass grows constantly throughout the season and therefore consumes more minerals than almost any other 

plant so feeding is essential to replace those minerals lost from the soil. 

 

Moss has become a major problem for Lawns in recent years as it can grow and reproduce faster than grass - 

hence the need to apply a Mosskiller regularly. 
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Lawn Cutting 
 

Lawns are one of the most intensive and time consuming areas of maintenance in a 

garden, but the rewards of a well kept lawn are great. In the summer months 

healthy grass grows vigorously and will need cutting around once a week, and care 

must be taken not to cut the length too short. Following the simple rules below can 

help bring out the best in your lawn and help keep work to a minimum - "little and 

often" is better than a "blitz" when visitors come!  

 

1. Cut regularly 
Cut the grass as often as you are able to. Mowing encourages thicker growth, the 

development of fine grasses, eliminates coarse grasses, and deters flowering and seeding of weeds. The chart 
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below is a good indication of the schedule of grass cutting you should adhere to under normal seasonal 

conditions. 

Yearly mowing schedule   

March Every 2 weeks 

April Every 10 days 

May - August At least once a week 

September - October Every 10 days 

November - December - February  Top off if weather is mild and grass continues to grow  

 

 

2. Adjust the height 
Never give the lawn a close shave. It should be long enough to remain healthy but short enough to be 

visually pleasing. Here are some optimum heights for different lawn types. 

Do not mow more than a third of the height of the grass in one cut. 

 

Lawn type Early Apring, Autumn, periods of 

drought 

Late spring and summer 

Multi Purpose 

Lawn 

3cm (1.5") 2.5cm (1.0") 

Ornamental 

Lawn 

2cm (0.75") 1.5cm (0.5") 

 

 

3. Trim the edges 
Trimming around the lawn gives a sharp edge that is very pleasing to the eye. You can buy a half moon 

edging iron that should only be used once or twice a year. At other times use long-handled edging shears to 

maintain a neat appearance every time you mow. 

 

 

4. Sharpen the blades 

Have the blades of your mower sharpened at least once a year - you'll be surprised what a difference a sharp 

blade makes. 

 

 

Lawn Feeding 
 

Lawns need feeding more than any other plant in the garden. After all we are constantly cutting them - most 

plants don't get pruned at all, some once a year - but none get cut as often as grass. 

 

We recommend the Evergreen Range of Lawn Foods. Some will even kill the weeds in your lawn and some 

will even kill the moss as well! Some will even do all three!  

 

 

Lawn Watering 
 

Most lawns need regular rain to replace the moisture that grass draws from the soil. Most lawns can survive 

a couple of weeks without rain, but after this period you will notice symptoms of stress - grass may turn 
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silvery blue and turf will look flat as the grass wilts and loses its natural springy nature. To avoid these 

problems, here’s what to do... 

 

1. Prick the surface 

If the lawn is baked hard then water will tend to run off the surface rather than soak into the soil. To prevent 

this from happening prick the surface all over with a garden fork. 

 

2. Keep to the law 

Hose pipe bans restrict watering potential, even if you are not metered. Stay within the law as fines can be 

heavy. Resourceful gardeners have water butts to store rain water and use bath water and other waste 

sources to keep lawns looking good. 

 

3. Water thoroughly 

During a drought water the lawn thoroughly once a week rather than giving light sprinklings every day. 

Water at a cool time of the day, either late at night or early morning. 

 

4. Adding nutrients while watering 

EverGreen liquid and soluble lawn care products that feed, weed or kill moss can be added to your watering 

can and applied at the same time as you water your lawn. As they are diluted with water, EverGreen lawn 

foods get to work quickly. For example, when the weather is fair and the soil is moist, EverGreen Complete 

Soluble will make the grass richer and greener the day after application. 

 

 

Lawn Weeding 
 

Good management of the lawn including regular feeding and correct mowing will 

encourage a thicker, greener lawn vigorous enough to repel serious invasion by weeds. 

However seeds will blow in from other areas and bird droppings will also contain 

weed seeds. 

 

Getting rid of lawn weeds isn’t a matter of digging them out. Thankfully scientists 

have developed selective weedkillers that kill weeds without harming the grass. So 

there’s no excuse for a lawn full of dandelions, daisies, buttercups and white clover. 

Treating the average sized lawn (100 sq.m) with a lawn treatment such as EverGreen 

Complete takes only 10 minutes and will cost less than £10 to feed, weed and control 

moss in one simple application. 

 

 

Problem weeds 
Some small leaved weeds such as lesser trefoil and black medick are not 

easily controlled with standard weed and feed lawn treatments. However 

they can be easily killed with either Verdone Extra or Verdone Extra Ready 

To Use. Simply spray on and they wilt and die in just a few weeks. 

 

Tip: For maximum weed control apply liquid lawn weedkillers halfway 

between mowings. Wait three or four days after mowing before application 

and leave a similar time after treatment before mowing again. 
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Lawn Seeding/Repairing 
 

Types of grass seed 
First decide on the type of lawn you want and how you will use the area. You can then choose the correct 

seed mixture that will perfectly match your lifestyle and your garden.  

 

EverGreen Grass Seed mixtures are blended from purpose bred sports turf grass varieties tested by the 

Sports Turf Research Institute. The mixtures have a unique formula that contains Headstart® to improve 

germination. EverGreen Grass Seed is treated with bird repellent to make it less palatable to birds. 

 

 
 

EverGreen Multi Purpose Grass Seed 

For hard-wearing lawns this mixture contains a blend of dwarf and fine-leaved ryegrass. This mixture 

provides a dense cover with good resistance to wear and tear caused by children, pets or heavy foot traffic.  
 

EverGreen Shady Lawn Grass Seed 

For lawns that are shaded by trees or buildings. This is blended without ryegrass and uses specially selected 

hard Fescues and Browntop Bent ideal for shady conditions 

 

EverGreen Fine Lawn Grass Seed 

For fine ornamental lawns. This mixture contains a blend of fine-leaved grasses such as Fescues and 

Browntop Bent without ryegrass. 

 

 

Sowing a Lawn 
 

1. Begin by digging the site thoroughly to break up the soil - level the ground as required. 

2. Firm the ground by using a roller or by treading the area with your feet. 

(The more family and friends you can get to help the merrier!) 

3. Rake the soil surface gently, using a soil rake, to achieve a fine seed bed. 

4. Mark out seed bed with string or bamboo canes 

5. Sow seed by hand or with a drop spreader at a rate of 30g/m2 

6. Lightly rake over, at right angles to previous direction. 

7. Roll lightly - it's important not to compact the soil after all your digging to break it up! 

8. Water well using a fine spray to avoid washing away any soil. 

9. Keep well watered until grass becomes established - if soil dries out the young grass can die quickly 

from lack of water. 

10. Once the grass is established feed regularly - this is important if you want a good lawn. Feeding is 

easy with an Evergreen Complete hand spreader. 
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Lawn Repair 

 
Scratch the surface to be repaired with a lawn rake to break up the soil and remove 

any dead grass or moss. If the patch surface isn't level fill in with some soil or turf 

dressing. Gently tread on the patch but don't compact it too much. If this lowers 

the level of the patch add more soil or turf dressing. Scatter the required amount of 

grass seed on the area to be patched. 

 

 

 

How to renovate a 'tired' lawn 

 

1. Feed the lawn with a good lawn fertilizer such as Evergreen Complete. (Evergreen Complete will 

also kill any weeds and/or mosses that are spoiling the lawn) 

2. Rake out any dead moss with a lawn rake. 

3. Mow the lawn as closely as possible. 

4. Aerate the lawn using a hollow-tine fork - a garden fork will do but a hollow-

tine is better. Using a lawn rake scratch any "bald" areas or areas where the 

grass looks thin. This breaks up the soil surface to facilitate germination of the 

grass seed. 

5. If you have any hollows in your lawn fill in with turf dressing. 

6. Apply seed by hand at a rate of 20g/m2 to any "bald" areas or areas where the 

grass is thin.  

7. Water well using a fine spray to avoid washing away any grass seed.  

 

 

How to lay Turf 
 

The preparation is similar to that for sowing grass seed. 

 

1. Begin by digging the site thoroughly to break up the soil - level the ground as required. 

2. Firm the ground by using a roller or by treading the area with your feet. (The more family and 

friends you can get to help the merrier!) 

3. Rake the soil surface gently, using a soil rake, to achieve a fine bed for the turf to be placed on. 

4. Roll out the turf, in strips, in the position you want. 

5. Water well using a fine spray to avoid washing away any soil. 

6. Keep well watered until grass becomes established - if soil dries out the young grass can die quickly 

from lack of water. 

7. Once the grass is established feed regularly - this is important if you want a good lawn. Feeding is 

easy with an Evergreen Complete hand spreader. 

 

Turf comes in rolls about 2 inches deep and dries out easily so keep wet. Turf is best used within 48 hours of 

delivery to prevent lack of light yellowing the grass. 

 
 

 
Garden Roller 

 
Hollow-tine Fork Aerator. 

Similar to a garden fork but with 

hollow prongs 

 
Hollow-tine Aerator. 

Push type 
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How to plan hanging Baskets 
 

Filling a hanging basket is an incredibly simple thing to do yet thought to be difficult. So much so new 

inexperienced customers regularly ask us if we providing a filling service, which we don’t because of just 

how simple it is. We would much prefer to show you how to do it and share our time saving tips for free to 

save you as much money as possible than charge you. 

Note - Use at least a 12" basket - anything smaller doesn't give such good results. If you can fit a 

larger basket then do. 

 

 

 

Baskets are round bottomed and difficult to work with as they 

move about. Remove the chains from your basket and place it on 

a large plant pot about the same size as your basket - this will 

hold it steady and stop it moving about. Place your liner over the 

basket ensuring that the overhang is even all the way round. 

Place an old margarine tub in the bottom to create a reservoir.  

(Fig 1) 

 

 

 

 

Half fill with good quality compost. Check overhang is still even. 

Mix in some slow release fertilizer (about 50g) then fill to the 

brim. Pull liner gently to spread out any overlaps. This gives a 

neater appearance. 

(Fig 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place a rubber band round the rim of the basket so as to hold 

the liner tight to the outside of the basket. 

(Fig 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trim the liner so as to give an overhang of about 7cms. Now 

draw compost from the edges into the centre. Gently fold the 

overlapping edge of the liner bask over into the basket, taking 

care not to dislodge the rubber band.  

(Fig 4) 
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Now push the compost from the centre back against the edge of 

the basket to hold the folded "liner overlap" in place. Your basket 

is now ready to plant up. If you intend to use Surfinias only the 

top of the basket needs planted. Surfinias are so vigorous that they 

would quickly choke any other plants and block out light. 3 

Surfinias evenly spaced will produce a brilliant display. There is a 

wide range of basket plants available nowadays to fill your basket. 

At the end of the day this is down to personal choice - but do be 

adventurous. 

(Fig 5) 

 

 

 

 

There are many variations in Hanging Basket design but all are 

filled in much the same way. Start with an upright plant as a 

centrepiece to give height e.g. Fuchsia, Geranium or Non-Stop 

Begonia. Next you will want to put plants in the side of the 

basket, preferably at 2 different levels. 

(Fig 6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start by placing 6 coins, evenly spaced on top of your compost.  

(Fig 7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under one coin cut a slot about 1/3 the way up from the bottom. 

(A slot is better than a hole as it prevents too much compost 

from spilling out). 

(Fig 8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now push a couple of fingers in through the slot to make a cavity 

in the compost. Now push a plug plant into through the slot in the 

liner and into the cavity you have made in the compost. At the 

same time push down on the compost from the top with tour other 

hand to firm the plug plant in to place. 

(Fig 9) 
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Repeat under all 6 coins. Now cut another 6 slots, this time 1/3 

from the top and in between the coins. Repeat the planting 

process with another 6 plugs. Side planting is now complete. 

(Fig 10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moving on to the top of the basket now, insert a plant at each of 

places marked with a coin, about 25cms in from the side. When 

all 6 plants are in place it is time to put one upright plant in the 

centre to give height to the basket. Finally put 4 more plants 

between the centrpiece and the rim of the basket. Your basket is 

now complete. Having put so much time and effort and money 

into your basket it is important to look after it. 

(Fig 11) 

 

 
 
 

 

Looking after your basket 
 

Baskets need a lot of looking after. In the basket described above there are 23 plants in a very small volume 

of compost. 23 plants will go through a lot of water every day so check your basket every day for watering 

and more than once a day in very warm weather. Do not rely on the rain to water your basket. Baskets are 

often sheltered by the house eaves and miss a lot of the rain. When a basket fills out, rain just runs off the 

leaves missing the compost completely so when watering make sure you water the soil, not the leaves.  

 

The Plants will quickly use up the feeding in the compost if you don't use slow release fertilizer. The 

plants may survive but without feeding they most certainly will not thrive.  

 

Finally, a lot of baskets are damaged because the wind batters them against the wall. Use a bigger 

wall bracket than recommended to keep the basket well away from the wall. 

 

 

 

How to plant bulbs 
 
Bulbs should be in every garden. They can add colour early in the year when 

there's not much colour about. They are easy to grow even by inexperienced 

gardeners. 

 

Spring flowering bulbs such as Snowdrops and Crocus are the first to grow, 

early in the year, when it is too cold for other plants. 

Snowdrops really are the first signs of Spring and can cheer you up during a 

hard winter. They are followed by Crocus, Daffodils and Tulips. 
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Planting: 

Dig a hole in the soil or in a pot about twice the depth of the bulb. 

If planting several bulbs plant at least twice their width apart to allow them room to split and reproduce. 

Most bulbs are pointed in shape - make sure the growing tips are pointing upwards. Take care with Begonias 

- they have no point - plant hollow side up. 

Some bulbs such as Anenomes are flat in shape with no obvious point 

and it can be difficult to know which way up to plant them. Look for 

signs of growth to give you a clue - if in doubt plant on their sides! 

The shoot will bend upwards as it develops. 

 

Once the bulbs are in position gently cover them with soil taking care 

to disturb them as little as possible. Firm the soil with the palm of 

your hand. 

 

It's good practice to place label stick where you've planted bulbs in the 

soil so that you can avoid trampling this area and damaging the bulbs 

as they develop. The label can also tell you the varieties you've planted. 
 

 

Rose Information and Tips 
 

Handy tips 

When planting a Rose supplied in a container. Dig the soil over well and open a hole that will accommodate 

the size of the container. Water the container well and press the soil down firmly, and tap the plant out. Be 

careful to keep the soil around the root system. Lower the plant into the hole and firm the soil around the 

plant. Sometimes when roses are supplied in a pot the union of the rose may be a little higher than advised. 

When planting make sure that when the soil has settled the union rests on the surface. Keep well watered. 

Unless advised otherwise by the supplier it should be assumed that the rose(s) will be in compost that has a 

slow release fertilizer included. So be careful not to over feed. 
 

 

Importance of pruning 

Well known rose trade saying "More roses are killed from under pruning than over!". To give your newly 

planted roses the best start; it is ESSENTIAL to prune all forms of bush and modern standards hard in the 

first Spring after planting. I.E. If you plant roses during the Autumn of 2010 prune hard in Spring 2011. 

Most roses will have been trimmed (when supplied) to about 30cm (12") - prune in the Spring to within two 

or three eyes of the crown/union. Some, but not all firms supply roses in the Spring ready pruned. If yours 

are not pruned; PRUNE! Annual pruning helps to retain that youthful appearance, and prolongs life! Method 

of pruning depends on type of roses involved. British Rose Growers Association members will be delighted 

to give you the advice you require. 
 

 

Looking after Roses 

As well as pruning, mentioned above, Roses require feeding preferably with 

a good quality dedicated Rose Fertilizer. Because of all the pruning roses 

require, they need a lot of feeding to provide for the new growth. Slow 

release Rose Fertilizer is even better. As the name implies, fertilizer is 

released in an even controlled manner over a period of time.  Roses are also 

prone to Aphid attack, especially Greenfly, so check regularly and spray if 

necessary. Use a spray such as Roseclear which kills greenfly but not 

beneficial insects like Ladybirds (which eat Greenfly). Roses are also prone 

to fungal infections, especially Blackspot, so check regularly and spray if 

necessary. Use a spray such as Roseclear which also kills Blackspot and 

other common fungi that affect Roses. 

http://www.westcarlston.com/info_roses.htm
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Planting a Rose 
When planting a Rose supplied in a container. Dig the soil over well and open a hole that will accommodate 

the size of the container. Water the container well and press the soil down firmly, and tap plant out. Be 

careful to keep the soil around the root system. 

Lower the plant into the hole and firm the soil around the plant. Sometimes when roses are supplied in a pot 

the union of the rose may be a little higher than advised. When planting make sure that when the soil has 

settled the union rests on the surface. Keep well watered. Unless advised otherwise by the supplier it should 

be assumed that the rose(s) will be in compost that has a slow release fertilizer included. So be careful not to 

over feed. 

 

 

The versatility of Roses 
There are roses for every situation Breeders over the last decade or so, have increased the choice with 

Patio/Courtyard Climbers that are suitable for the smaller garden where taller and wider climbers are just too 

big. Patio roses are slightly taller and bushier than miniature roses. They are an ideal replacement for, and 

less labour intensive than, bedding plants. Low maintenance Ground Cover roses, which can be allowed to 

cover unsightly areas, banks etc. Modern shrub roses, such as the "English" and Renaissance Roses, which 

in general are healthier than older shrub roses. They are repeat flowering, mostly very fragrant and their 

height can often be controlled by pruning. However if you prefer old-fashioned shrub roses these are also to 

be found in "Find That Rose!". Most modern bush roses have longer flowering periods than their 

predecessors. Breeders now put disease resistance as a high priority. Roses are not hard work. If the area is 

prepared well, and you remember that like people they need to be fed they will give years of pleasure. 

Finally there is a rose with a name for every occasion and they make excellent gifts. What nicer gift than a 

Rose? 

 

 

Selection of varieties 

Hybrid Tea roses gives you good classical shaped blooms and give you colour but also can be cut for the 

home. Floribunda roses are grown mainly to give mass colour effect, as they are born in clusters. 

Patio and Miniature roses can be used like bedding plants or where space is limited or for borders and 

edging. Ground cover roses are difficult to describe as they go up as well as along the ground. So if you 

need something to cover an unsightly area or to fall over a bank etc. then seek help in selecting the right 

variety. Various shrub roses are listed under their specific classifications and can be grown as specimens on 

their own or in mixed borders. Some only have limited flowering periods so make sure you select the right 

variety. Breeders are producing more and more modern shrub roses, many of which come under the 

"heading" of "English Roses" but others are listed just as shrub. They have the best of both worlds, old-

fashioned blooms, in general they are healthier and often have repeat flowering. They can be planted in 

groups for good colour effect, or again in a mixed border. 

 

 

Types of Rose 

There are so many new categories of Rose nowadays that it can be confusing. The main ones are: 

 

Celebration Rose - These are all named after "special occasions" such as wedding anniversaries or 

birthdays. The growers do this as an extra encouragement to buy them as presents but these new varieties are 

genuinely very nice. 

 

Memorial Roses - Similar to above but with a memorial theme. Again thay are very nice and a rose is a 

very fitting way to remember someone special. 

 

Recommended Roses - These tend to be newer varieties and may be subject to a grower's royalty making 

them a bit more expensive. 

 

Traditional Roses - as the name suggests these are older well loved varieties (and for good reason). 
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Patio Roses - These are newer more compact varieties. The flowers may be smaller but as they flower 

profusely, who cares? 

 

Climbers/Ramblers - These do just as they say on the labelmbers do well growing up walls or along fences. 

Ramblers tend to be the old fashioned varieties that do better along fences rather than growing up walls. 

 

Standard Roses - These are roses buds grafted onto to dwarf tree stock. The overall effect is of a Rose 

growing on top of a stalk. There is a bit of work in the grafting process so they tend to be expensive, but 

well worth it, as they are spectacular in tubs or as a centrepiece. Remember to take off any suckers growing 

on the stem. 

 

 

How to plant a Rose, Tree or Shrub 
 

Planting a container grown Rose, Tree or Shrub 
 

1. Dig the soil over well and make a hole twice the width of the container and one and a half times it's 

depth. 

2. Add a "Rose, Tree & Shrub Compost" or a peat/bonemeal mixture to the hole and fork lightly into 

the soil in the base of the pit.  

3. Water the container well (soak in a bucket if necessary) and press the soil down firmly, and tap plant 

out. 

4. Be careful to keep the soil around the root system - if root bound tease out some of the root system to 

loosen it and allow it to spread out quicker. 

5. Lower the plant into the hole and firm the soil around the plant. 

6. Keep well watered and feed regularly. 

 

Roses - Sometimes when roses are supplied in a pot the union of the rose may be a little higher than advised. 

When planting make sure that when the soil has settled the union rests on the surface.  

 

Trees - Sometimes when trees are supplied in a pot the graft point of the tree may be a little higher than 

advised. When planting make sure that when the soil has settled the graft lies just above the surface. 

 

 

Bare rooted plants 
Spread out the roots and dig a hole wide enough and deep enough to accommodate them. fork the soil round 

the hole to loosen it. Place your plant in the hole and fill in with with soil and a "Rose, Tree & Shrub 

Compost" mix (or a soil and peat/bonemeal mix). Keep well watered. 

 

 

How to move a Rose, tree or shrub 
 

It happens to us all sometime - we want to move a plant - perhaps it's grown too big or it would look nicer 

elsewhere. Whatever the reason, if we want to keep it then moving it is a problem with no guarantee of 

success. 

 

Plants take in water through their roots - so to simply uproot a plant could lead to dehydration and the death 

of the plant. We need to dig the plant up with as much of the root system intact as is possible. To do this we 

have to use a spade and cut a circle in the soil a distance out from the plant to be moved. The distance will 

vary depending on how long the plant has been in position. 

 

A rule of thumb would be to make your circle the same diameter as that of the plants branches. Meaning it 

will be easier to move a younger plant than an established plant so try to plan ahead before it gets too big. A 
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young plant's root system won't have grown outwards much from the original root ball while an established 

plant's root system could have grown out several feet and a tree's several yards. 

 

Always move a plant in late Autumn or Winter when the plant is dormant. During dormancy a plant takes in 

very little water, if any, so dehydration is less likely to occur. A deciduous plant will be dormant once it has 

dropped its leaves. An evergreen plant never goes truly dormant and always has a need for water so the 

success rate in moving an evergreen is not as great as it is with deciduous plants. 

 

Anyway, dig your circle around the plant a few weeks before you intend moving it to give any roots 

damaged a chance to heal. Then work your way round your circle pushing your spade under the plant to cut 

any roots growing downwards. Allow a few days for the damaged roots to heat then ease the plant up out of 

the ground. If you meet any resistance then there are still some roots that need cutting - use your spade. Lift 

the plant and move it to its new position for planting. 

 

For very large plants digging a trench round the plant would be better as it allows you to dig deeper and 

keep more of the root system attached to the plant. For larger plants you will have to dig your circle further 

out. Again for larger plants you may need help to lift it and move it. 

 

 

Pruning 

 
Why prune at all?  

 
There are two basic reasons for pruning woody plants. A selective post-plating and training cut assists young 

trees and bushes in taking root after having been planted and also to develop sturdy, richly-fruiting branches. 

The pruning process prevents faulty development and ageing. The second type of pruning is the shaping cut, 

where the human desire for creativity is clearly evident. 

We want healthy, richly blossoming and fruiting plants to grow in our garden. Clever intervention with good 

quality secateurs or saws ensures that the vitality of woody plants is fully maintained. WOLF cutting 

implements are particularly good and have been developed and thoroughly tested to match the needs of both 

user and plant. 

 

With most of the pruning we do, we remove the outer shoots of the particular plant. Properly pruned, the 

plant’s flow of energy can be steered, with you determining the direction in accordance with where you 

apply the cut. The dormant bud (this is the name usually given to the inconspicuous bud for the new shoot), 

closest to the pruning position is the one which sprouts. Sometimes there are several buds that develop after 

a branch or twig has been pruned, in which case the plant becomes bushier. Thus you can guide your plants’ 

growth. For all plants the same rule applies that the pruning wound should be kept as small as possible and 

angled away from the bud. The distance to the bud or to the next forked branch must be kept short; if stumps 

are left, this will attract harmful organisms. Remember that notwithstanding the general rules, the various 

species of plant do react differently. 

 

With all pruning jobs, cleanliness is of utmost importance. The cut must be smooth and have clean edges. 

With their sharp, anti-stick coated blades, WOLF secateurs guarantee a precision cut. Ragged-cut wounds 

provide an ideal entry for parasitic fungus and disease. In the event of contagious bacterial or viral disease 

having infected wood which requires pruning, it is advisable to disinfect the pruner blades in a garden 

disinfectant prior to pruning other plants, so as to avoid cross-infection. All dead and diseased branches and 

trees must be completely pruned away and preferably burnt. The diseased wood is easily distinguishable 

from healthy wood, particularly in summer and can be removed without any problem. 

 

Above article provided by Tools 
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Shrubs attractive to Wildlife 

 

Bees 

Bees will be attracted to the plants they prefer for honey production 

Berberis Buddleia Ceanothus Chaenomeles 

Cistus Cotoneaster Cytisus Daphne 

Eleagnus Escallonia 
 

Fuchsia 

Lavender Ligustrum 
 

Olearia 

Perovskia Potentilla Pyracantha Rhus 

Ribes Odoratum Skimmia Spirea Symphoricarpos 

Syringa Ulex Viburnum Weigela 

 

Birds 

Birds will be attracted by berries in particular 

Acuba Berberis Buddleia Callicarpa 

Chaenomeles Clerodendrum Cotoneaster Daphne 

Euonymus Europaeus Hebe 
  

Hippophae Hypericum Ilex Mahonia 

Pernettya Pyracantha Rhus Ribes Odoratum 

Skimmia Symphoricarpos Syringa Viburnum 

 

Butterflies 

Butterflies tend to be attracted by smell 

Buddleia Hebe Lavender Ligustrum Syringa 

 

 

 

 

Flowering Plants for every Month and Season 
 

This is not an exhaustive list, at best just a guide, and there will be regional variations. Some plants may not 

be readily available. Flowers aren't just about Bedding Plants and Perennials, the list contains Trees and 

Shrubs as well. 

 

January  

Bellis (bedding plant) Bulbs in pots Chimonanthus Praecox Erica Carnea 

Erica Darleyensis Garrya Elliptica Hamamellis Mollis Jasmimum Nudiflorum 

Lonicera Fragrantissima Pansy-Winter Flowering Poyanthus/Primula 
P. Subhirtella 

Autumnalis 

Viburnum Fragrans Viburnun Tinus Viola-Winter Flowering   
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February 

Bellis (bedding plant) Bulbs in pots Corylus Avellana Daphne Mezereum 

Daphne Odora Erica Carnea Erica Darleyensis Hamamellis Japonica 

Heathers - various Mahonia Charity Mahonia Japonica Myosotis 

Pansy-Winter flowering Polyanthus Primula Prunus Davidiana 

Viola-Winter Flowering       

 

March  

Alpines - various Bellis (Bedding Plant) Camellia Japonica Chaenomeles Speciosa 

Cornus Mas Corylopsis Species Erica Arborea Erica Mediterranea 

Forsythia Species Heathers - various Herbaceous - various Magnolia Stellata 

Mahonia Aquifolium Pansy Polyanthus Primula 

Prunus - various Salix - various Ribes Sanguineum Viola 

 

April 

Alpines - various Amelanchier Canadensis Azalea - various Basket Plants - first of 

Bedding Plants - first of Bellis (bedding plant) Berberis Darwinii Berberis Stenophylla 

Camellia Japonica Fothergilla Species Heathers - various Herbaceous Perennials 

Kerria Japonica Magnolia Stellata Malus - various Myosotis 

Osmanthus Pansy Perennials - various Pieris Japonica 

Polyanthus Primula Prunus - various Pyrus 

Rosmarinus Officinalis Skimmia Species Spirea Arguta Spirea Thunbergii 

Ulex Europaeus Viburnum "Spring Fl'ing"     

 

May 

Aesculus - various Alpines - various Azalea - various Basket Plants-full range 

Bedding Plants-full 

range 
Caragana Arborescens Ceanothus Impressus Cercis Siliquastrum 

Choisya Ternata Cornus Florida Cotoneaster Species Cytisus species 

Davidia Involucrata Exochorda Racemosa Fraxinus Ornus Genista Species 

Heathers - various 
Helianthemum 

Numilaria 
Herbaceous Perennials Kolkwitzia Amabalis 

Paeonia Species Perennials Pernettya Species Pittosporum Tobira 

Pyracantha Species Rhododendron Species Rubus Tridel Tamarix Tetranda 
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June 

Abelia Schumannii Alpines - various Basket Plants-full range 
Bedding Plants-full 

range 

Buddleia Alternifolia Buddleia Globosa Cistus Species Clematis Species 

Cotinus Species Crataegus - various Deutzia Species Erica Cinerea 

Erica Tetralix Escallonia Species Fabiana Imbricata Genista Species 

Heathers - various Hebe Species Herbaceous Perennials Honeysuckle Species 

Kalmia Latifolia Laburnum - various Lilac Species Lonicera Tatarica 

Perennials Philadelphus Species Roses Species Senecio Greyii 

Syringa Species Weigela Species     

 

July 

Buddleia Davidii Callicarpa Species Calluna Vulgaris Carpentaria Californica 

Clematis Daboecia Cantabrica Erica Terminalis Erica Vagans 

Eucrypha Species Heathers - various Herbaceous Perennials Honeysuckle Species 

Indigofera Species Koeireuteria Paniculata Lavender Species Liriodendron Tulipifera 

Lonicera Species Lupin Species Olearia Species Perennials 

Potentilla Species Roses Species Santolina Species Spirea - Summer Flow'g 

Symphoricarpos Species       

 

August 

Carryopteris Catalpa Bignoniodes 
Ceanothus Autumnal 

Blue 
Ceanothus Burkwoodii 

Ceanothus - various Ceratostigma Clematis - various Eucryphia 

Fuchsia Species Gentian Species Hibiscus Syriacus Hydrangea Species 

Hypericum Species Leycesteria Formosa Magnolia Grandiflora Myrtus Communis 

Pansy-Winter Flowering Perovskia Atripliciflia Polyanthus Primula 

Rhus Tyhpina Romneya Species Spartium Junceum Tamarix Pentandra 

Vinca Species Viola-Winter Flowering     

 

September 

Abelia Grandiflora Aralia Elata Calluna Species Erica Species 

Eucryphia Fuchsia Species "Garden Mums" Heathers - various 

Herbaceous Perennals Hebe Species Hibiscus Species Hydrangea Species 

Hypericum Species Lespedeza Species Magnolia Grandiflora Pansy-Winter Flowering 

Perennials Polyanthus Potentilla Species Primula 

Viola-Winter Flowering Yucca Filamentosa     
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October 

Abelia Species Calluna Species Erica Species Eucryphia 

Fatsia Japonica Fuchsia Species "Garden Mums" Heathers - various 

Hebe "Autumn Glory" 
Hebe Midsummer 

Beauty 
Hibiscus Species Hydrangea Species 

Hypericum "Hidcote" Magnolia Grandiflora Pansy-Winter Flowering Perennials - various 

Polyanthus Potentilla Species Primula Viola-Winter Flowering 

 

November 

Erica Darleyensis "Garden Mums" Heathers - various Hebe "Autumn Glory" 

Hebe Midsummer 

Beauty 
Pansy-Winter Flowering 

P. Subhirtella 

Autumnalis 
Viburnum Bodnantense 

Viburnum Fragrans Viola-Winter Flowering     

 

December 

Erica Darleyensis Hamamelis Mollis Heathers - various Jasmium Nudiflorum 

Mahonia Bealei Mahonia Japonica Pansy-Winter Flowering 
P. Subhirtella 

Autumnalis 

Viburnum Bodnantense Viburnum Fragrans Viburnum Tinus Viola-Winter Flowering 

 

 

Plants for flower Arrangers 
 

The list is endless so these are only a few suggestions 

 

 

Shrubs 

Azaleas Buxus Chaenomeles Chimonanthus 

Choisya Cornus Cotinus Cotoneaster 

Danae Deutzia Eleagnus Eucalyptus 

Euonymus Fatsia Forsythia Hamamelis 

Kerria Kolkwitzia Lavender Ligustrum 

Lonicera Mahonia Philadelphus Photinia 

Pieris Pittosporum Pyracantha Rhododendron 

Ribes Senecio Skimmia Spartium 

Spirea Symphoricarpos Syringa (Lilac) Viburnum 

Vinca Weigela     
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Foliage Plants 
 

This is not intended to be an exhaustive list, more a guide. 

 

 

 

Shrubs 

Acers (Japanese) Arundinaria - Bamboo Aralia Aucuba 

Buxus-variegated Cornus (Bark) Danae Eleagnus 

Enkianthus Euonymus Boston Ivy Ilex (Holly) 

Ivies - variegated Photinia Pieris Sambucus 

 

Trees with good Autumn colour 

Acers - various Acer Campestre - Gold/Red Acer Griseum - Red 

Acer Pensylvanicum-Yellow Acer Platanoides-Gold/Red Betula - various - Gold 

Carpinus Betulus - 

Gold/Orange 
Crataegus Prunifolia - Red Fagus - various - Yellow/Brown 

Koelreuteria Paniculata-Yellow 
Liquidambar Styraciflua - 

G/Y/P 
Liriodendron Tulipifera - Gold 

Nothofagus Antartica - Yellow Nyssa Sylvatica - Gold/Red Populus Alba - Yellow 

Populus Canescens - Yellow Populus Tremula - Yellow Prunus Subhirtella - Orange 

Quercus Rubra - Red if no lime Robinia Pseudoacacia - Yellow Sorbus - various - Orange/Red 

 

 

 

 
  

Boston Ivy 

Summer colour 

Boston Ivy 

Autumn colour 

Acer/Maple leaves 

Autumn colours 

It's not just leaves,  

bark can be ornamental 

too. This is Birch. 
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Fragrant Plants 
 

There are just too many to name them all. 

Here are a just few to whet your appetite 

and get you thinking!  

 

 

 

 

Shrubs & Trees Roses Perennials & Bulbs 
Annuals (Bedding 

Plants) 

Abelia 
* fragrant, **very 

fragrant 
Aquilegia fragrans  Alyssum - some 

Azalea - deciduous Abbeyfield Rose**   Antirrhinum - some 

Berberis Stenophyla Alpine Sunset** Carnation - all   

Buddleia - most Arthur Bell**   Carnation - all 

Carpentaria Californica Betty Harkness** Datura   

Caryopteris Clandonensis Breath of Life* Daffodils - some Dianthus 

Chimonanthus Praecox Bridge of Sighs* Dianthus - most   

Choisya Ternata Caring for You*   Erysimum - most 

ClerodendrumTrichotomum Casino* Echinacea - most   

Clethra Ainifolia Champagne Cocktail**   
Geraniums - scented 

vars 

Corylopsis - all Chinatown** Freesia - all   

Cytisus Battandieri Compassion*   Heliotrope 

Daphne - all Conservation* Hemerocalllis   

Deutzia Strawberry Fields Constance Finn Herbs - all Laurentia Blue Stars 

Eleagnus - most Danse De Feu* Hosta Aphrodite   

Escallonia Macrantha Deep Secret** Hyacinths - all Nasturtium 

Eucalyptus Dorothy Perkins*   Nemesia 

Genista - most Double Delight** 
Iris - many (try 

Bearded) 

Nicotiana (Tobacco 

Plant) 

Hamamelis - all Dublin Bay*   Night Scented Stock 

Jasmine - most Dutch Gold* Lilies - esp Oriental   

Laburnum vossii Elina* Lily of the Valley Petunia - dwarf varieties 

Laurus Nobilis Ena Harkness**     

Lavender -all Ernest H. Morse** Muscari armeniacum Snapdragon - some 

Lonicera Fragrantissima Etoille De Holland   Stocks (Brompton) 

Magnolia Grandoflora Fab** Narcissus Actea Stocks (Night Scented) 

Magnolia Stellata First Class Narcissus Jonquilla Sweet Pea - all 

Myrtus Communis Fragrant Cloud**   Sweet William 
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Osmanthus - most Fragrant Delight** Peaeonia - many   

Perovskia Atriplicifolia Friend for Life* Phlox -many Verbena Pink Parfait 

Philadelphus - all Fulton Mackay* Pinks - most   

Phlomis Fructicosa Ginger Syllabub** Primrose - most Wallflower - many 

Pittosporum Tobira Glenfiddich* Primula - most   

Ribes - most Golden Future*     

Rommeya Hybrida Golden Showers* Sage   

Roses - most Good Life* Snowdrops - double   

Rosemary - all Good News*     

Rubus Tridel "Benenden" Gwen Mayor Thyme   

Santolina - all Happy Anniversary*     

Skimmia Japonica Harry Edland Winter Aconites   

Syringa (Lilac) - all High Hopes*     

Viburnum Bodnantense Honeybunch*     

Viburnum Fragrans Indian Summer     

Wisteria Jacobite Rose*     

Witch Hazel Just Joey*     

 

Roses continued (*fragrant, **very fragrant) 

Korresia** Mother's Joy Queen Elizabeth Tower Bridge** 

Lilac Dream** Mountbatten* Rest in Peace* Troika* 

Lily Marlene* My Love* Roseraie De L'Hay** Velvet Fragrance** 

Lionheart Nice Day* Royal William* Warm Welcome* 

Louisa Stone Peace Sexy Rexy* Warm Wishes** 

Lovely Lady* Penny Lane* Sheila's Perfume Wedding Day* 

Maigold* Perpetually Yours* Simply the Best** Well Done* 

Maiden's Blush* Pink Peace** Southampton* Wenlock** 

Margaret Merril** Poetry in Motion Sunsplash* White Gold** 

McCartney Rose** Preservation Sweet Magic* With Love* 

Mischief* Prima Ballerina** Tenerife** Zephrine Douhin* 
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Ground Cover Plants 
A ground cover plant should be low 

growing and spreading. 

They are used to cover large areas 

quickly and to inhibit weeds, but 

care should be taken with their use in 

smaller gardens. They don't 

know when to stop spreading and can 

soon invade areas where you 

don't want them! "Vinca" produces 

lovely flowers but can be 

particularly vigorous ending up all 

over the garden. 

Less vigorous spreaders such as "Gaultheria Procumbens" are better 

for the smaller garden but more plants will be needed to cover a 

given area. 

Berberis Candidula Calluna species Cotoneaster Horizontalis 

Erica species Eunonymus Radicans Hedera species 

Hypericum Calycinum Ivy - species Juniperus Horizontalis 

Juniperus Media Lavender species Pachysandra Terminalis 

Pernettya Mucronata Prunus Laurocerasus "Otto Luyken" Santolina Chamaecyparissus 

Senecio Greyi Taxus Baccata "Repandens" Viburnum Davidii 

Vinca species     

 

 

 

 

 

Hedging Plants 
 

Hedging Plants can form 

boundaries, provide privacy and 

protect flower & shrub beds. 

They will need pruning to 

maintain their shape and to control 

their size. 

 
Leylandii Potentilla 

 

 

Plants for a Traditional Hedges 

Hornbeam (Carpinus)  Hawthorn (Crataegus) Beech - Copper (Fagus)  

Beech - Green (Fagus) Privet (Ligustrum) Green/Gold Laurel (Prunus) 

 

Flowering Hedges 

Berberis Hawthorn (Crataegus) Escallonia 

Honeysuckle (Lonicera) Potentilla Pyracantha (Firethorn) 

Rose Spirea   

 

 
Gaultheria Procumbens 

 
Vinca Major 

http://www.westcarlston.com/Plant%20images/hedging_Hornbeam_%28Carpinus%20betulus%29.jpg
http://www.westcarlston.com/Plant%20images/hedging_copper_beech.jpg
http://www.westcarlston.com/Plant%20images/hedging_%20Golden_Privet.jpg
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Conifer Hedge 

Chamaecyparis "Allummii" Leylandii - green Leyandii - "Castlewellan Gold" 

Cupressus Macrocarpa Pinus Nigra Pinus Sylvestris 

Taxus Baccata Thuja Plicata   

Please be carefull with Leylandii hedging as they can grow so fast they get out of control leading to 

neighbour disputes and/or the need for a tree surgeon to take them down. 

 

Personally we would avoid them in all but the biggest gardens. 

 

Plants for a Low Growing Hedge 

B. Thunbergee Atropurpurea "Nana" Box Lavender 

Prunus "Crimson Dwarf" Rosemary Santolina (Lavender Cotton" 

 

 
 

 

Plants for polluted, industrial areas 
 

Plants can be sensitive to pollution particularly the fumes found in industrial areas. These fumes contain 

gases, metals and other pollutants and some plants can actually absorb some of these pollutants. Plants do 

not like such conditions but some have a higher tolerance than others. 

 

 

Shrubs that can grow in industrial areas 

Aralia Elata Berberis - species Buddleia Davidii 

Buxus Sempervivens Camelia - Species Chaenomeles - speicies 

Cistus - species Cornus Alba Cotinus - species 

Cotoneaster - species Cytisus - species Deutzia - species 

Eleagnus - species Escallonia - species Euonymus - species 

Fatsia Japonica Forsythia - species Garrya Elliptica 

Genista - species Hibiscus Syriacus Hydrangea - species 

Hypericum - species Ilex - species Kerria Japonica 

Ligustrum - species Lonicera Pileata Magnolia - species 

Mahonia - species Pernettya Mucronata Philadelphus - species 

Potentilla - species Prunus Laurocerasus Pyracantha - species 

Rhododendron - species Rhus Typhina Ribes Sanguineum 
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Rubus Tridei "Benenden" Salix - species Skimmia Japonica 

Spartium - species Spirea - species Symphoricarpos - species 

Syringa (Lilac) - species Tamarix Tetrandra Ulex - species 

Viburnum - species Vinca - species Weigela - species 

 

Trees that can grow in industrial areas 

Acer Aesculus Allanthus Alnus 

Betula Carpinus Catalpa Crataegus 

Davidia Eucalyptus Fraxinus Gleditsia 

Laburnum Liquidambar Liriodendron Malus 

Platanus Populus Prunus Pyrus 

Quercus Robinia Salix Sorbus 

Tilia Ulmus     

 

 

 

Shrubs for Shady Places 
 

The bottom line is Plants need light to 

grow and in shade they simply don't get 

enough. 

Few, if any, plants actually like shade 

but some can tolerate it better than 

others. North facing walls never get the 

Sun, are in permanent shade and face the 

coldest winds so lack of heat becomes an 

additional problem. 
 

 

Acuba Japonica Buxus Sempervivens Camelia - all 

Eleagnus - most Euonymous Radicans Farsia Japonica 

Flame Flower Hypericum Calycinum Ligustrum - all 

Lonicera Nitidia Mahonia Aquifolium Osmanthus Heterophylus 

Pachysandra Terminalis Prunus Lusitanica Rhododendron - usually 

Rubus - all Skimmia Japonica Symphoricarpos - all 

Tropaeolum Speciosum Viburnum Davidii Vinca - all 

 

N.B. Bulbs can do well in shady places 

 

Plants that grow in shade tend to be vigorous growing ones that are slowed down by the lack of light but can 

still manage some growth. Slow growing plants, on the other hand, grind to a halt and will probably go 

backwards and may die. Don't expect good colour in shady places. Flowers require a lot of sunlight to 

develop and variegated plants will often revert back to the plain green. Bulbs can do well in shady places, 

particularly in their first season, as they live off the food stored in the bulb and don't require light to the 

same extent. However, after flowering, the lack of light means that the bulb may not be "re-filled" and so 

may not do as well in the following years. Planted Tubs are useful for shady places as they can be moved 
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about. Rotate your planted tubs so that none of them spends too much time in the shady area and what time 

it does spend in a shady area is made up for by time spent in a sunny area. 

It can be difficult to grow a good lawn in shade so use a specially developed "Shady Places" lawn seed. 
 

 
Mahonia Aquifolium for winter colour 

 

 

Plants for Seaside places 
 

The soil in areas near the sea tends to have higher than normal salt levels. The salt is carried by the wind off 

the sea and is deposited onto the soil - in time the levels build up. If you are very close to the sea, sea spray 

will land directly onto your garden during stormy weather. Plants in general don't like too high a salt 

concentration. 

 

Salt tolerant Shrubs 

Arbutus Unedo Aryundinaria Choisya Ternata 

Colutea Cordyline Cotoneaster 

Cytisus Eleagnus Escallonia 

Euonymus Fuchsia Garrya Elliptica 

Genista Hebe Helianthemum 

Hippohpae Rhammoides Hydrangea Macrophylla Ilex Aquilfolium 

Lavender Olearia Phlomis 

Pittosporum Pyracantha Rosemary 

Salix Santolina Senecio 

Spartium Spirea Tamarix 

Ulex Viburnum Yucca 

 

Salt tolerant Trees 

Acer Platanoides Acer Pseudoplatanus Castanea 

Crataegus Fraxinus Populus Alba 

Populus Canescens Populus Nigra "Italica" Quercus Ilex 

Quercus Robur Sorbus Aria Sorbus Aucuparia 

 

Topical tip: Seaweed makes excellent fertilizer. Many believe that Seaweed based fertilizers also give a 

degree of frost protection to the plants they are used on. An old wife's tale or what 
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Other information 

 
Scotts Gardening Diary 

 

 
Scotts Gardening Diary  

Gardening information from The Scotts Company (UK) Limited 

Written by John Clowes 

 

 

March 

Officially it’s the first month of spring and we now have plenty of opportunities to start serious gardening. 

There’s the vegetable patch to prepare, seeds to sow and the flower border to plan. Getting some jobs 

completed in March is one way to ensure your garden work doesn’t overwhelm you. Here are a few ideas for 

a plan of action that will get you a few steps ahead of the crowd. 

 

 

The ornamental garden 

Prune Roses with a really sharp pair of secateurs 

Feed roses with a slow release plant food 

Many Cordylines have been killed this winter 

Some tender shrubs like this Mimosa are unlikely to survive a hard winter 

 

Spring bulbs will be starting to bloom with crocus, daffodils, hyacinths, dwarf iris and anemone blanda 

heading the rush for a bright colour display. Most people forget to feed bulbs and are surprised when the 

flower power of bulbs diminishes over the years and eventually fades away. A general feed with a granular 

plant food will ensure the bulbs and the surrounding plants are well fed while they are actively growing. Try 

Miracle-Gro Bulb Booster for long-term feeding. It is a slow release granule that gradually releases its 

nutrients over a period of 3 months. Just what they need! 

 

It’s time to complete the pruning of rose bushes, cutting stems back by two thirds to an outward facing bud. 

This will keep the bush within bounds and encourage new stems that will carry many more beautiful 

blooms. Feeding is also a vital part of rose care. Without it vigour and the power to bloom will soon 

diminish. A dressing of Rose ‘Plus’ or Miracle-Gro Slow Release Rose & Shrub Food is all that your plants 

will need. Both are rich in balanced nutrients to encourage greener leaves, top quality blooms and healthy 

growth. 

 

Many shrubs and herbaceous plants we grow in modern gardens are borderline hardy. Many have been 

imported from warmer climates and proved to be strong enough to survive in an average UK winter. 

Unfortunately, December 2010 was the coldest December for 100 years. In central England they had the 

second coldest December since 1659. The temperatures fell to minus 18 degrees centigrade somewhere in 

the UK on 10 nights of the month. Now that’s really cold. 

 

In my garden cordylines have definitely been killed by the cold and my new mimosa (Acacia dealbata) is 

looking far from healthy. The leaves have turned from a bright light green to an ominous brown colour and 
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the flower buds are still in a mummified condition. Only time will tell if the mimosa recovers, but I will buy 

and plant another if it doesn’t, as the highly fragrant yellow puff ball flowers are an early spring delight – 

the perfume is heavenly. Other plants that may have succumbed to the cold include fuchsias, bottle brush 

(Callistemen), Abelia and Clerodendrum. Unless you wrapped these up and added dry straw inside the 

fleece your plants need checking now. Scrape some bark from the stems – if it’s green under the bark then 

the plant stands a good chance of survival. If it’s grey then check again at the end of the month, but if there 

is no green under the bark, then it is almost certainly dead. 

 

 

 

Topical tip 

Sow sweet peas in pots of Multi-Purpose Compost and keep in a sheltered spot where a temperature around 

12 degrees C (55F) can be easily maintained. These perfumed climbers do not appreciate root disturbance, 

so sow three or four seeds to each 4 inch pot and plant out the clump in late spring. 

 

 

Seed sowing 

Sowing geranium seeds indoors 

 

It’s the most exciting time in gardening when there are plenty of seeds that need to be sown – all you need is 

the room to grow them. Hardy annual flower seeds including larkspur, love-in-a-mist, godetia, calendula, 

pansy, poppy and alyssum can be sown directly in the soil where they are to flower. That means no pots, 

seed trays, pricking out or re-potting. It’s dead easy and dead cheap. Wait until the soil has warmed up and 

rake in some soil conditioner to provide a friable seed bed. 

 

Towards the end of March or the beginning of April you can scatter the seeds in bold patches out in the 

garden, but this makes it difficult to spot the wanted seedlings from the inevitable weeds. For easier 

recognition make straight furrows in the soil and sow seeds thinly in these rows. Cover with a little more soil 

and wait for them to spring into life. You can use this method for hardy vegetables such as carrots, parsnips 

and leeks although for large plants such as cabbage and sprouts you will need to transplant the seedlings so 

they have enough space to flourish. 

 

Many other seeds can’t survive the low night temperatures of March and April and need to be grown indoors 

until frosts are over in May. Tender flowering plants that fall into this ‘half-hardy’ category include begonia, 

busy lizzy, petunia, salvia, tagetes and verbena. Tender vegetables include tomatoes, runner beans, sweet 

corn and the marrow family. 

 

For these tender plants, you need to sow in large pots or seed trays filled with a good compost such as 

Levington or Miracle-Gro Seed & Cutting Compost. For maximum germination follow the directions on the 

packet as to covering seeds and the temperatures required. 

 

 

Patio gardening 

Towards the end of the month if the weather has turned mild, it’s time to plant up summer flowering bulbs, 

corms and tubers such as dwarf gladioli, freesias, ixia and ranunculus. Many gardeners that have heavy clay 

soil find that growing them in pots is much more successful as containers allow them to be planted in the 

well drained compost that they love. To ensure moisture holding and good drainage use Levington John 
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Innes No 3 and add a layer of sharp sand immediately under the corms of gladioli as they need extra help to 

prevent rotting. 

 

It’s time to feed shrubs, trees and roses growing in pots and containers so they can put on strong early 

growth. Trying to remember to feed every 10 to 14 days is always a bit difficult and that is why many people 

are switching to slow release plant foods that will gradually feed potted plants for up to six months from the 

initial spring application. 

 

Carrots such as Early Nantes can be grown in large containers from seed to cropping when placed in a sunny 

position on the patio. There are several benefits. A warmer position on the patio will encourage early growth 

that can easily be protected by fleece if we get a cold spell of weather. Growing in an organic multipurpose 

compost also allows the roots to grow straight and strong without the forking of roots when they hit a stone 

on two inevitably found in open soil. The only thing I would recommend is to grow them in a deep plastic 

container rather than a terracotta pot, as the swelling roots of carrots will easily crack open a terracotta pot as 

the roots swell sideways. 

 

 

The lawn 

Moss Control in lawns is easy 

Grass cutting needs to start this month in mild areas of the country to trim back untidy growth. If you rake 

the lawn first you will not only pull out any harmful debris that may have hidden away overwinter, but this 

will also encourage the stems to stand up straight so they are shortened by the mower. The first cut should 

be on a high setting so that it just trims back some of the stem. You can gradually reduce the height of cut in 

subsequent mowings which will gradually increase from once a month to once a week. 

 

After the first cut, it’s worth checking over for the introduction or spread of moss. During the cold, wet 

winter this plant gets just the right conditions to encourage strong growth, while in comparison grass 

remains dormant and can soon be swamped by bright green moss. There are several different causes that 

encourage the return of moss to a lawn – poor drainage, heavy shade, a compacted surface and underfeeding 

will all have an effect. So see if you can alleviate these in the first place. 

 

Spiking the surface with a garden fork will help to improve drainage and reduce compaction. If this is a 

major problem you may think that it is worth buying or hiring a hollow-tine fork that removes plugs of soil. 

The resulting holes can be filled with a 50:50 mixture of sharp sand and EverGreen Lawn Soil so the holes 

don’t fill in, but encourage new roots and excellent drainage. 

 

Now it’s time to sort out the starvation problem with a dressing of Scotts Lawn Builder plus Moss Control 

that contains ferrous sulphate to burn off the mosses and plant foods to green up and invigorate the grass. 

After a week or so the moss will turn dark brown and can be raked off. Recycle this debris through the 

municipal system as it will take an awful long time to rot down if placed on your own domestic compost 

heap. 

 

When the moss has been removed you may well find that there are bare patches which will need to be 

reseeded. For a really quick job, cover the affected area with a thin layer of Miracle-Gro Patch Magic! This 

mixture of grass seed, coir compost and long-lasting lawn food will ensure new grass gets established 

thickly and your lawn is soon returned to its previous glory. 
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Topical tip 

Tidy up the edges of the lawn with a half-moon cutting tool or long-handled shears to provide a really sharp 

divide between the grass and the surrounding borders. 

Vegetables and fruit 

Purple sprouting broccoli harvest 

 

There are plenty of vegetables that can be sown in March to provide early crops of tasty food. Broad beans 

and peas can be sown straight in the ground, although I prefer to sow them individually in cells or pots full 

of multi-purpose compost from Levington or Miracle-Gro. Because the planted seeds can be kept in a cold 

frame or sheltered sunny position I find germination is always quicker compared to open soil. The seeds are 

also protected from mice and other animals that tend to dig up these nutritious food sources if planted 

directly in the soil. 

 

Root crops such as carrots and parsnips are normally sown directly in the soil as soon as sunshine and mild 

temperatures have prepared the soil. Before sowing the seed thinly in rows it is advisable to nourish the soil 

with Fruit & Vegetable Plant Food and rake into the top 3cm (1in) of soil. 

There’s still time to plant out crowns of asparagus in prepared trenches, although it will be a couple of years 

before the plants are established well enough for you to cut spears for eating. This is a long term investment 

in time and space as the plants should be able to crop for up to fifteen years before they need replacing. Take 

some trouble over the planting and you will be rewarded with a tasty spring treat for years to come. Pick a 

sunny spot where the soil is well drained and dig out a trench 30cm wide and 20cm deep. Dig over the 

bottom of the trench after adding plenty of Levington Soil Conditioner or Farmyard Manure to improve 

organic content and drainage. Create a dome shape of soil along the trench so the spider legs of the crown 

are spread out and downwards as they reach the edges of the trench. Cover the roots and the crown with 5cm 

of soil and as the shoots emerge continue earthing up the trench until you reach normal soil level. 

 

 

Topical tip 

Continue to pick purple sprouting broccoli regularly to encourage new side shoots. Dig the last of your leeks 

– if left in the ground too long they produce flower stems in the centre that are too hard to eat. 

There is still time to plant raspberry canes 

 

Feed raspberries early in spring for maximum crop 

 

Birds can be a problem on some soft fruit, particularly attacking the unprotected buds of gooseberries. If you 

have seen this problem before the only answer is to net the bush with material stretched taut between canes 

well away from the stems. Similar action is not practical if you are protecting the buds of cherries, plums 

and pears grown as half standard trees. Perhaps the only solution here is to provide the attackers – usually 

sparrows and bullfinches – with enough wild bird food that they aren’t hungry. 

 

There is still time to plant out new canes of raspberries in the garden or on the allotment. For an assured crop 

this year, choose an autumn fruiting variety such as Autumn Bliss that flowers on new growth produced in 

the same year. You won’t be disappointed as you will find that if well fed these raspberries will provide 

tasty fruits from August until well into October. Take some trouble to plant in a rich organic soil that has 

been improved with Levington Farmyard Manure or Soil Conditioner plus a good handful or two of Miracle-

Gro Fruit & Vegetable Plant Food. 

All fruit trees and bushes will grow more strongly and fruit more abundantly if they are given a spring feed 

of organic plant food at this time of the year as new buds, flowers and foliage are being produced. For 
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summer soft fruits such as strawberries, blackcurrants and raspberries the best food is one such as Miracle-

Gro Organic Choice Fruit & Vegetable Plant Food. But for autumn fruiting plants such as apples, pears and 

figs a slow release plant food that releases nutrients for up to six months will provide longer term feeding 

and a healthier plant. Miracle-Gro Controlled Release Plant Food comes in a large 2kg bucket, so you 

should have a lot of plant food left over to also feed roses, shrubs and vegetables. 

 

Topical tip 

Blueberries are ericaceous and appreciate a feed of Miracle-Gro Azalea, Camellia and Rhododendron Plant 

Food each spring to supply all the nutrients that are needed for strong growth and an easily absorbed form of 

iron to keep the foliage dark green and healthy. 

 

 

ALWAYS READ THE LABEL. USE PESTICIDES SAFELY 

BugClear™ Gun!™ for Fruit & Veg contains pyrethrins. EverGreen® Autumn contains ferrous sulphate. 

FungusClear™ Ultra contains triticonazole. FungusClear™ 2 Gun!™ contains myclobutanil. Patio Magic! 

contains benzalkonium chloride. Roundup GC contains glyphosate. Weedol® Rootkill Plus contains 

glyphosate and pyraflufen-ethyl. Weedol® 2 contains diquat. 

®, ™, Levington, Miracle-Gro, Liquafeed, Tomorite and Scotts are trade marks of The Scotts Company or 

its affiliates.  

The Scotts Miracle-Gro Company 

Salisbury House, Catteshall Lane, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1XE. 

Tel 01483 410210 

 

 

Useful websites 

 

Bayer garden info page 

www.bayergarden.co.uk 

 

The Beechgrove Garden 

www.thebeechgrovegarden.com 

 

The Royal Horticultural Society 

www.rhs.org.uk 

 

Scotts garden info page 

www.lovethegarden.com 

 

Vitax garden info page 

www.gardenworld.co.uk 
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